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1.0

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Executive Summary
1.1

CAP148, Deemed Access Rights to the GB Transmission System for

Renewable Generators, was proposed by Mike Davies of Wind Energy
(Forse) Limited and submitted to the CUSC Amendments Panel for
consideration at their meeting on 27th April 2007. CAP 148 seeks to
prioritise use of the GB Transmission System by new renewable
generators in accordance with the Renewables Directive 2001/77,
Article 7. CAP 148 original contains two main components:
•

Provisions to ensure a renewable generator gains access to the GB
Transmission System on the earlier of
(1) the date by which National Grid can deliver Transmission
Entry Capacity (“TEC”); or
(2) three years after the later of:
 (i) the date on which the generator obtains its project
planning consents; or
 (ii) the date on which it accepts a Connection Offer
from National Grid;
subject in both cases (1) and (2) to a local connection having
been consented and commissioned, and

•

Provisions to enable administered constraint payments to be made
to generators that have to be constrained down/off as a
consequence of the GB Transmission System being unable to meet
the usage requirements of generators with TEC and DTEC
(Deemed TEC). Such administered Interruption Payments would be
charged out via the TNUoS Charging methodology.

1.2

Implementation of any of the WGAAs and particularly CAP 148 original
would require significant consequential changes to other industry
documents. This report indicates where National Grid and the WG
believe changes are required. The details of such changes would be
the subject of separate assessment processes.

1.3

Following the August 2007 Transmission Charging Methodologies
Forum National Grid produced an open letter to assist readers of the
consultation in understanding the potential consequences of the
WGAAs on the Charging Methodologies1.

1.4

Given the magnitude of the potential consequential changes to other
codes, processes and systems, National Grid has indicated it would
only take changes forward following direction by Ofgem. Given the lead
time prior to the first DTEC party being connected, other than for SQSS
derogations, National Grid believes there is sufficient time to develop

1

http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/1D5ACF49-FEB3-4759-A0CC8082A88126FD/20357/CAP148Charging_OpenLetter.pdf
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and implement consequential changes to Industry documents,
processes and computer systems following direction by the Authority.
1.5

The CAP 148 consultation document was published on 28 September
2007. 15 responses were received to the consultation. 7 respondents
believed the original or an alternative better supported the Applicable
CUSC objective (a) and (b) compared to the current CUSC. 8
respondents did not believe that either the original or an alternative
better supported the Applicable CUSC objective (a) and (b) compared
to the current CUSC.

1.6

A number of respondents (both those supporting and not supporting)
noted potential benefits that are outside the applicable objectives of the
CUSC and that such benefits should be addressed in a Regulatory
Impact Assessment. A number of respondents expressed support for
combinations of options that were not WGAAs, but decided not to raise
consultation alternatives.
National Grid Recommendation

1.7

National Grid does not support the Original Amendment proposal or
any of the alternatives, believing that they would not better facilitate
achievement of the Applicable CUSC objectives (a) and (b).

1.8

The principal argument in favour of discrimination for new renewables
was that it would support a particular element of wider government
policy, rather than bettering the achievement of the CUSC objectives.
National Grid does not believe that the case presented at the working
group for discrimination was sufficient to justify the discrimination
proposed in the context of the CUSC objectives. Furthermore National
Grid does not believe treating a particular class of generator in the
manner proposed by CAP 148, early connection and preferential
despatch, would better facilitate competition.

1.9

National Grid has indicated that should either the original or an
alternative be approved that under the current licence objectives
National Grid would seek to introduce a cost reflective charge for
DTEC. A key element of CAP148 or any of the WGAA is that DTEC is
mandatory. National Grid agrees with the views expressed in the WG
that should either the original or an alternative be accepted, applying
cost reflective charges for early connection alongside mandatory
application of DTEC could actually be counter productive to the wider
development of new renewable generation.
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Amendment Panel Recommendation

1.10

The Panel undertook a vote on the Original and each alternative as
compared to the CUSC baseline where they better, then a vote as to
which they considered to be the best overall. The result of this voting
was as follows:
Original
– No - unanimous
WGAA 1 (4CX) – No - unanimous
WGAA 2 (4BX) – No- unanimous
WGAA 3 (4CY) – No- unanimous
WGAA 4 (3BX) – No- unanimous
WGAA 5 (4AX) – No- unanimous
BEST overall – N/A

2.0

PURPOSE AND INTRODUCTION

2.1

This Amendment Report has been prepared by National Grid under the
rules and procedures specified in the Connection and Use of System
Code (CUSC) as designated by the Secretary of State.

2.2

Further to the submission of Amendment Proposal CAP148 (see
ANNEX 3 – AMENDMENT PROPOSAL FORM); evaluation by working
group and the subsequent wider industry consultation that was
undertaken by National Grid, this document is addressed and furnished
to the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority (‘’the Authority’’) in order to
assists them in their decision whether to implement Amendment
Proposal CAP148.

2.3

CAP148 was proposed by Mike Davies of Wind Energy (Forse) Limited

and submitted to the CUSC Amendments Panel for consideration at
their meeting on 27th April 2007. The substance of the amendment had
previously been submitted to the February meeting of the Amendments
Panel as CAP147. Following discussion at the panel meeting the
amendment (CAP 147) was withdrawn by the proposer whilst advice
was sought on concerns raised by the Panel from Ofgem and DTI. The
response from Ofgem and DTI and CAP 148 were then considered
together in the April Amendments Panel meeting.
2.4

In the April Amendments Panel meeting the Panel agreed CAP148
should proceed to working group stage. The CAP148 Working Group
report was submitted to the Amendment panel for the 31 August 2007.
Following discussion the Panel requested a number of minor changes.
The Panel subsequently agreed the final Working Group report by
correspondence and further agreed that CAP 148 should proceed to
wider industry consultation by National Grid in accordance with the
CUSC.
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2.5

The consultation document was published on 28 September 2007. With
a 4 week consultation it closed on the 26th October 2007. National Grid
received with thirteen responses by 26th October 2007. National Grid
subsequently received two late responses that have also been included
in this report.

2.6

National Grid indicted at the August 2007 Transmission Charging
Methodologies Forum, TCMF, that should CAP148 original or a WGAA
be implemented National Grid would take forward a number of
consequential changes to the current charging methodology based on
interpretation of the charging objectives in the transmission licence.
Details of the discussion at TCMF and a summary paper presenting
National Grid’s thoughts are available on the charging web site2. Given
the magnitude of the potential changes National Grid indicted it would
only proceed with further development of charging methodologies or
systems following direction to implement the original or an alternative
by the Authority, unless advised otherwise by Ofgem.

2.7

This report includes legal drafting for the CUSC for WGAA 2. This basic
text can be developed to support the other WGAAs relatively easily,
however due to the overall size and the limited support for some of the
alternatives and the original specific drafting was not developed or
include in this report. Additional drafting would required be for the
original proposal. This approach is in line with discussion at the WG
and Panel and has also been confirmed with Ofgem.

2.8

This document outlines the nature of the CUSC changes that are
proposed. It incorporates National Grid’s recommendations to the
Authority concerning the Amendment. Copies of all representations
received in response to the consultation have been also been included
and a ‘summary’ of the representations received is also provided.

2.9

This Amendment Report has been prepared in accordance with the
terms of the CUSC. An electronic copy can be found on the National
Grid website3. This report has been published in three section due to
the overall size. The three parts are:
i
ii
iii

2

3

The main body of the report up to and including ANNEX1
ANNEX 2, CUSC legal drafting for WGAA2
ANNEX 3 onwards, including representation made during the
consultation

http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Electricity/Charges/

www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Electricity/Codes/.
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3.0

PROPOSED AMENDMENT

3.1

The full text of the CAP 148 is set out in ANNEX 3 – AMENDMENT
PROPOSAL FORM. CAP 148 was put forward on the basis that, in the
proposer opinion, it would ‘prioritise connection to and use of the GB
Transmission System, in accordance with the EU Renewables
Directive 2001/77, Article 7’. It seeks to achieve this by ensuring new
eligible renewable generators are given commercially firm access to
the Transmission System by a fixed date and then have priority
despatch once connected:
o new eligible renewable generators would have a new access product
known as Deemed Transmission Entry Capacity (DTEC) which will
confer commercial firmness on the generator regardless of the
commissioning or not of any associated wider system reinforcement.
o in the event of constraints on the GB Transmission System, National
Grid would be obliged to constrain existing generators with TEC
(including renewable generators with TEC) before generation with
DTEC.

3.2

The original amendment also included a system of administered
Interruption Payments. These would be paid to constrained generation
in the event of constraints arising from facilitating DTEC. The proposer
suggested that these payments would be collected through the
Transmission Use of System (TNUoS) charging system and would
cover the ‘associated losses’ of the constrained generators. As well as
the revenue flow for the Interruption Payments the proposer also
indicated the basis of the original proposal was that that DTEC
generators should be charged TNUoS and BSUoS (Annex II to the
amendment proposal).

3.4

National Grid has discussed the issue of charging at the TCMF and
does not agree that it would be appropriate to manage the Interruption
payments and charges for DTEC through TNUoS. The issues with
charging are discussed in the letter released by National Grid at the
same time as the CAP 148 consultation. National Grid continues to
believe that under the current licence conditions relevant to
transmission charging, that charges for DTEC should be cost reflective,
so far as practicable and proportionate.

3.5

CAP 148 would require a significant number of consequential changes,
some of which would be substantial, to other industry codes, processes
and computer systems to implement the changes proposed in CAP
148.

4.0

SUMMARY OF WORKING GROUP DISCUSSION

4.1

Recognising that the role of the Working Group (WG) was to assess
the amendment proposal against the CUSC Applicable Objectives, the
WG looked at the regulatory and legislative context because of the
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fundamental nature of the proposal and the direct link drawn to
government policy and EU Directives. The WG also drew help from the
Ofgem/CUSC Panel correspondence about the nature of
discrimination.
4.2

The WG then went on to define the characteristics of the DTEC product
and the operational issues and processes associated with using DTEC.
It considered the impact on system security, the maintenance of the
reliability & safety of the grid, longer term planning and investment, as
well as SQSS. En route the WG sketched the impact on other industry
codes and documents and operating and IT systems. The WG went on
to consider a number of candidates for Working Group Alternative
Amendments (WGAA), and finally the WG considered the original
proposal and candidate WGAAs against the Applicable Objectives of
the CUSC and the Implementation Date.
National Grid Licence, Markets Directive, Renewable Directive &
Environmental Directive

4.3

The WG had the benefit of legal advice sought for the CUSC Panel
covering a number of issues related to the assessment and decision
process for the proposed amendment, as well as correspondence
between the CUSC Panel and Ofgem and discussions at the CUSC
Panel. In line with its terms of reference agreed by the CUSC Panel
the WG completed the assessment phase, noting the further
opportunities for interested parties to raise legal issues during
consultation and during the decision phase when the assessment
report is with Ofgem.
Deemed TEC (DTEC) Product Definition

4.4

4.5

TEC and DTEC Attributes
In the event of implementation of the amendment proposal, there will
be two broad categories of generating plant created: those eligible for
DTEC and those not. These will be termed DTEC generators and TEC
(Transmission Entry Capacity) generators respectively for the purpose
of this discussion. DTEC is in most respects very similar to TEC and
so the WG focused on defining those attributes that were different from
TEC. Note, TEC is not the access right itself but the limit (in MW) up to
which a user can exercise the rights under the CUSC. Whereas DTEC
is defined as a product, the limit to which an eligible generator can
exercise the rights associated with DTEC is also defined in the
appropriate bilateral agreement.
This section emphasises some of the attributes that would be the same
between generation with access limited by TEC (for simplicity only
referred to as ‘TEC holders’) and those eligible for DTEC (for simplicity
referred to as DTEC holders). Nevertheless, readers should be aware
that a lack of explicit mention of an attribute here does not mean that
TEC and DTEC are different in this respect.

Date of Issue 14/12/07
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4.6

4.7

4.8

Eligibility
The WG considered and clarified which generators, under which
circumstances would qualify for DTEC. Eligibility would be determined
by satisfying conditions regarding timing of connection agreement and
conditions regarding renewable status.
Timing of Eligibility
DTEC would only routinely become available to generators who were
not connected directly or indirectly (via a BEGA) prior to the
implementation of CAP148. As well as new projects this would mean
that existing plant that made a Modification Application for revisions to
its connection (to increase its export capacity after the implementation
of CAP148 might be able to gain DTEC (for such additional output)
subject to its renewable status being eligible. This example is
considered further below.
Renewable Status
CAP 148 defines the types of generation that would be eligible to apply
for DTEC by reference to the Electricity (Guarantees of Origin of
Electricity Produced from Renewable Sources) Regulations 2003 DTI,
see ANNEX 5 - Electricity (Guarantees of Origin of Electricity Produced
from Renewable Sources) Regulations 2003. Under these regulations
Users receive certificates, known as REGOs, where their output has
been generated from renewable sources. Note that the definition of
renewable energy sources under these regulations makes the
operational attributes of the generation technology, such as the
‘intermittency’ of wind generation, irrelevant to the eligibility for DTEC.
Within the group of qualifying technologies there are basically three
groups:
i)
technologies that can only produce eligible electricity
such as wind or hydro-generation,
ii)
technologies that can produce a proportion (up to 100%)
of qualifying output such as co-fired generation, and
iii)
pumped hydroelectric plant.
These are considered in turn below. For the avoidance of doubt it
should be noted that CHP generation is not REGO qualifying.

4.9

4.10

For plant of this type the principle and volume of eligibility should be
easy to demonstrate as 100% of their output is clearly REGO
qualifying.
Proportionally Qualifying Plant
Demonstration of qualification is more problematic for these plants. For
example, co-fired generation is eligible for REGOs but only on the
portion of output that has been produced from energy crops. It can
therefore be assumed that co-fired generation would be eligible to
apply for an amount of DTEC capacity proportionate to its use of
renewable fuels. However the proportion of use of renewable fuels will
be determined by the relative costs of qualifying and non-qualifying
fuels (which varies over time). This poses challenges for initial
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connection and subsequent operation.
In extremis, an eligible
generator could sign a ‘DTEC’ connection agreement with the early
access this would promise and then find on commissioning that it is
uneconomic to produce this proportion of qualifying output.
4.11

After further analysis WG Members concluded that it would be rare for
a connection to be an issue for proportionally qualifying plant. In
general, if the plant required both TEC and DTEC, then the connection
date would be determined by the time taken to achieve TEC; DTEC
would confer no connection time benefit. If the plant to be connected
could be specified separately as TEC or DTEC plant (e.g. the plant had
4 generating units of which 1 only would be REGO qualifying and this
one generating unit could be connected and commissioned prior to the
other 3) then the developer could sign two connection agreements: one
for DTEC and one for TEC, and hence gain the connection advantage
for the DTEC plant. Therefore, WG members concluded that with
regard to the connection time benefits of DTEC, an appropriate due
discrimination on pragmatic grounds would be to exclude proportionally
qualifying plant from the eligible set of REGO generators that could
benefit from the connection advantages conferred by being able to sign
a connection agreement for DTEC generation.

4.12

Once the plant is connected, during normal operation the number of
REGOs produced over the course of the year will vary, but the DTEC is
an annual stripe of access capacity. If the amount of eligible
generation is less than the DTEC, but the total amount of generation
remains the same, the generator would have to relinquish DTEC and
apply for TEC, a process lasting approximately 3 months, assuming
that TEC is available in that location. This would introduce an
operational inflexibility as the plant operator tries to optimise output
against a varying availability and price of eligible and non-eligible fuels.
A number of WG members believed that the process would be so
operationally inflexible for co-fired generation as to be practically
unusable; all WG members believed it would be difficult to make work.
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4.13

These issues are illustrated diagrammatically below:
DTEC
10MW

DTEC
20MW

TEC
80 MW

TEC
80 MW

(b)
(d)
DTEC
10MW

Modification
Application
d) Increase DTEC +
Relinquish TEC

No

TEC
90 MW

Change

e) Increase TEC +
Relinquish DTEC

(a)
DTEC
8 MW

DTEC
8MW

TEC
90 MW

TEC
92 MW

(c)

(e)

The plant originally has 90MW of TEC and 10 MW DTEC (a). For so
long as its eligible output does not exceed its DTEC holding and its
non-eligible output does not exceed its TEC holding ((b) or (c)) no
action is required. If either the generator wants to produce more
eligible or non-eligible output than it has DTEC or TEC capacity
respectively ((d) or (e)), then it would need to go through the
Modification Application process. It should be noted that in the
examples below ((d) or (e)) the total output does not exceed the sum
of TEC+DTEC.
4.14

WG Members also noted that National Grid would have the obligation
to treat the DTEC and TEC elements of the output of the same
proportionally qualifying plant differently with regard to constraint
management and National Grid would need to know operationally what
the relative volumes were. Even if the generator were able to generate
an approximately constant volume of REGO eligible electricity, there
would still be the problem of demonstrating, in an auditable way, that
the average generation over the year was equal to the DTEC volume.
This obligation would rest on the generator, but National Grid would
have to develop an administrative system to deal with this.

4.15

In view of the complexities identified above some WG members
suggested that mixed TEC/DTEC generators should not be eligible for
DTEC, although the original amendment would define Proportionally
Qualifying Plant as proportionally eligible for DTEC.
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4.16

4.17

4.18

4.19

Mixed Holding Plant
As well as arising from co-fired plant, the WG discussed more generally
whether or not a generator could hold both TEC and DTEC on the
same Connection Site. The thrust of the amendment proposal is that
new renewable generation will be eligible for DTEC. For existing sites,
members anticipated that DTEC would be available for new additional
capacity qualifying as REGO renewable generation.
Therefore
members could envisage a two-stage wind development, for which the
currently operational stage I would have and maintain TEC, whilst the
new stage II would have DTEC. If an existing wind development were
to re-plant its turbines so that the total number of turbines remained the
same, but the capacity increased, under the terms of the amendment
as proposed, only the increase in capacity above the original TEC
value would be eligible for DTEC.
The WG also considered that, within the terms of the original
amendment, such an existing renewable TEC generator could
terminate its existing connection agreement and seek a new
connection agreement for only DTEC. However, this is not without risk.
At the point of termination the generator would surrender its TEC (into
the pool of TEC) and it would not be guaranteed to gain its DTEC until
3 years’ time. As an alternative, such a generator might consider giving
three years’ notice of surrender of its TEC and seek a new connection
agreement with only DTEC, although possible the WG did not pursue
this line of argument any further, but noted there were further
complexities associated with replanting by existing renewable TEC
generators. National Grid expressed concern about managing the
constraints aspects of the amendment with mixed-holding sites.
Pumped Hydroelectric Plant
For pumped hydroelectric plant, REGOs are issued for any electricity
from a renewable source that is used to fill a storage system but not for
the electricity generated from opening that storage system. Therefore
the WG interpreted this as meaning that electricity exported from the
pumped hydroelectric scheme would not be qualifying and such a
generator could not apply for DTEC. However, the WG noted that
some pumped hydro-electric schemes have run-of-river run-off
generation as well as the pumped water. This type of scheme would
be classified as ‘Proportionally Qualifying Plant’ mixed holding and
would face the issues outlined above.
Intermittency
A WG member suggested that a sub-set of the REGO qualification
should be adopted (instead of the definition proposed in the original
amendment proposal). The variant is that eligible generators would be
REGO producing, but limited to intermittent generation technologies
and excluding proportionally qualifying such as co-fired. Intermittent
generation would be defined as generation technologies for which the
fuel source is variable with time and over which the generator can only
have limited or no control.
Practical examples of ‘intermittent
generation’ would be wind, hydro-electric, tidal and marine, and solar
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PV. The WG member proposed that limitation to this sub-set of REGO
generators would maximise the use of zero operational carbon
emission generation, in pursuit of the Government’s renewable target.
The exclusion of proportionally qualifying plant was on the additional
grounds of practicality.
4.20

Low Carbon Generation
A WG member suggested a different approach to eligibility (instead of
the definition proposed for the original amendment), namely that low
carbon generation would be eligible for DTEC. Low carbon would be
defined as having an operational value for carbon dioxide emitted to
the atmosphere per MWh generated that is lower than a cap value:
[CO2 emitted (tonnes)/MWh generated] ≤ X;
where X takes a value of 0.2

4.21

4.22

4.23

In principle this approach would lead to technologies such as REGO
generating, coal or gas with carbon capture and storage, nuclear, good
quality CHP, all being eligible for DTEC, depending on their operational
carbon emissions per MWh generated being lower that a cap. As the
cap value ‘X’ is the criterion, in principle specific examples of the above
technologies may or may not qualify for DTEC, depending on their
carbon emission performance. Additionally, the WG member proposed
that Proportionally Qualifying Plant technologies should be excluded
from qualifying for ‘low carbon’ defined DTEC) as a matter of
practicality. The value for ‘X’ of 0.2 arises from the clean coal qualifying
criteria set out in the Energy White Paper, 2007. Most if not all clean
coal projects with CCS will have to capture 85%-90% of CO2 to qualify
for HMG’s subsidy “competition” as per Energy White Paper p.176
(Para 5.4.21). Consequently, conventional coal has a carbon intensity
(CI) of 0.9t/MWh, so 10%-15% gives a CI of 0.1t/MWh to 0.14t/MWh.
Therefore a cap of 0.2 is a useful value to separate current from future
carbon-based technologies.
Optionality
The proposer of CAP 148 clarified and WG members agreed that in
order to achieve the goal of the proposal DTEC would have to be
mandatory for all eligible generators. Because of the issues facing
Proportionally Qualifying Plant sites outlined above, a WG member
suggested that for such sites, it should be possible for the User to elect
to only have TEC for both its non-eligible and eligible capacity.
National
Grid
understands
that
the
proposer
indicated
mandatory application on the basis that additional constraint costs
would be passed through TNUoS (as suggested by the proposer). With
a cost reflective charging regime for the additional constraints the
mandatory application adds additional risks and therefore mandatory
may no longer be the preferred option.
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4.24

Capping
WG Members agreed that in line with all existing access products
DTEC access would be capped at the level of CEC such that over a
Connection Site:
Σ (TEC + STTEC + LDTEC +DTEC) ≤ CEC

4.25

4.26

Trading DTEC
This amendment proposal does not include provisions for DTEC
trading between qualifying sites. Therefore if the amendment were to
be implemented, there would be no means by which DTEC could be
traded; obviously, a further amendment proposal could be made in the
future to introduce such trading. Similarly there would be no means by
which DTEC and TEC could be cross-traded. WG members briefly
considered trading of DTEC and noted that although, in principle,
generator/developers must be capable of trading DTEC nevertheless
the attributes of DTEC would make it unlikely that this would happen
frequently. Any eligible candidate for DTEC must (according to the
amendment proposal) receive it 3 years after the later of signing a
connection agreement or receiving planning approval for the power
station, anyway (subject to other conditionality mentioned in the
proposal). Additionally, it was not clear how National Grid could
calculate an exchange rate higher than zero, unless exchanges would
be allowed that exacerbated constraints (this is explicitly disallowed for
TEC trades and exchanges). Nevertheless, in the longer term the WG
believed that the volume of DTEC on the system would be likely to
increase and hence the possibility of trading would be more likely to
arise.
Eligibility Summary
Four candidate eligibility criteria were identified by the WG and carried
forward to the WGAA section: i) All REGO generation, ii) REGO
generation excluding Proportionally Qualifying Plant , iii) Only
Intermittent REGO generation (excluding Proportionally Qualifying
Plant), and iv) Low Carbon generation (excluding Proportionally
Qualifying Plant).
DTEC Connection

4.27

Applications Process
The WG agreed that the applications process for DTEC would be a
normal ‘box-ticking’ part of an application for a connection. In order to
complete the process a number of conditions would have to be fulfilled
by the generator. These conditions would be specified in the CUSC
Bilateral Connection Agreement (BCA). WG members agreed with the
National Grid preference that the obligation would be placed on the
generator/developer under the CUSC BCA to be self-certifying, noting
that breach of the obligation would lead ultimately to DTEC being
removed. This was agreed to be an appropriate incentive.
Schedule of Work
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4.28

WG members noted that the current CUSC arrangements involving
clustering with an opportunity for volunteering into an arrangement
similar to that being considered by CAP 131. They therefore discussed
what would be in the schedule of works and what would carry final
sums liability (FSL) for DTEC generators in such a way that it would
deal with the current circumstances but hopefully be robust to an
implementation of CAP 131 type arrangements (were they to be
approved by the Authority).

4.29

CAP 148 holds out the prospect of early connection, however, it does
not suggest that DTEC Generators should have an additional financial
benefit during the construction process. Therefore WG members
agreed that consistent with the thrust of the amendment proposal, the
Construction Agreement would need to include both the Directly
Consequential Works (DCW) and the wider works for the purpose of
final sums liability. These liabilities would finish at the DTEC Charges
Liability Date, subject to the power station having been commissioned.
Members noted that DTEC Generators would benefit from knowledge
of the progress of wider works, particularly where these wider works
were expected to be completed within 3 years. Provision of such
information between DTEC generator and National Grid would form a
normal part of the regular contract management dialogue.

4.30

4.31

Local (DCW) and Wider Works
The definition of DCW separate from wider works is a cornerstone of
the amendment proposal. WG members discussed how to define DCW
in an unambiguous way. A top-down approach would be those works
required to allow the connecting plant to export CEC under n-1
(<1320MW connecting plant) or n-2 (>1320MW connecting plant)
conditions with minimum demand and disregarding any other noneligible generation. ANNEX 6 - ILLUSTRATION OF LOCAL AND
WIDER WORKS shows a very simple illustration of a hub being used to
connect a variety of new generation (some DTEC and some TEC) to
the existing Main Interconnected Transmission System (MITS). The
illustration in ANNEX 6 - ILLUSTRATION OF LOCAL AND WIDER
WORKS shows the final form of the hub and generators after all have
been connected. In the illustration DTEC generator (A) signs a
construction agreement before any of the other prospective generators
and the generators are connected in the order A, E, B, C and D.
DTEC Generator A
When the DTEC generator (A) is the only party connecting to a new
remote substation which requires a new line to connect it to the
remainder of the transmission system, the DCW needs to include the
construction of the remote substation and the new line as a minimum.
In the Illustration DTEC generator (A) is the first to sign a connection
agreement .For this generator the DCW will be the i) the local
connection assets at the power station A, ii) the connection from the
power station to the hub (A-H), iii) the portion of the assets at the hub H
necessary to export up to the CEC of the power station, and iv) the
portion of the line and other assets from the hub to the MITS M
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necessary to export up to the CEC of the power station. Clearly
National Grid may decide to size the hub and the line H-M to
accommodate other foreseen export requirements.
However,
Transmission Licensees do not build assets speculatively; they will only
build when they have a firm signal that is supported through the
regulatory regime. If further reinforcements of the MITS are required in
order to accommodate the export from power station A, they would
form part of the wider works.
4.32

4.33

DTEC Generator E
WG members noted that when the next DTEC generator (E) wished to
connect, the DCW for E should be such that both generator A and E
could export to the MITS simultaneously; otherwise the connection of E
could cause A to be constrained down/off and hence undermine the
purpose of the amendment proposal. Unless there is spare capacity
arising from the unit size of the DCW for generator A, this will mean
that DTEC generator E will require a DCW that will provide i) the local
connection assets at the power station E, ii) the connection from the
power station to the hub (E-H), iii) the portion of the assets at the hub
necessary to export up to the CEC of the power station at the same
time as A is exporting, and iv) the portion of the line and other assets
from the hub to the MITS necessary to export up to the CEC of the
power station E at the same time as A is exporting.
Back-Stop Dates and Delays
WG members discussed the implications of delays. Under the CAP148
amendment proposal an eligible generator will agree a Completion
Date and a DTEC Charges Liability Date. They will normally be
coincident. These dates will occur on completion of the conditions
precedent. This is illustrated in the diagram below, in which it has
initially been agreed that the DCW works will take 36+X months to
complete scenario A below.
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Generator
Conn
Ag
(A)

(36+X)m

DCW
Completion
DTEC Chge
Liability

(B)

(36+X)m

DCW
Completion

Ym
DTEC Chge
Liability

(C)

(36+X)m

Zm

DCW
Completion
DTEC Chge
Liability

NG

(A) Routine CAP148
DTEC from (36+X)m
DTEC Charge liability
from (36+X)m

(A) Routine CAP148
DCW completed by
(36+X)m
DTEC charges received
from (36+X)m

(B) Generator ModApps
delay of +Ym
DTEC from (36+X+Y)m
DTEC Charge liability
from (36+X)m

(B) Generator ModApps
delay of +Ym
DCW completed by
(36+X+Y)m
DTEC charges received
from (36+X)m

(C) Delay of +Zm to NG
DC Works
DTEC from (36+X+Z)m
DTEC Charge liability
from (36+X+Z)m

(C) Delay of +Zm to NG
DC Works
DCW completed by
(36+X+Z)m
DTEC charges received
from (36+X+Z)m

NB Delays to NG wider works have no affect on
DTEC availability date or charges liability date
NB Original ConnAg specifies 36+Xm for NG DC
works

4.34

In this example if there is a delay that causes the generator/developer
to seek a Modification Application Scenario B above, then the
completion date will be pushed back to 36+X+Y months. However, the
generator/developer’s obligation for liability for DTEC Charges still
begins after 36+X months. It should be noted that this date-firm
obligation on the generator/developer is not explicit in the original
amendment proposal; an alternative was considered by the WG in
which delays to the generator/developer could precipitate the ability to
move both the completion date and the DTEC Charges Liability Date
backwards. However, the majority of the WG members including the
proposer of CAP 148 believed that a date-certain for DTEC Charges
Liability reflected an element of balance to the date-certain obligations
placed on National Grid.

4.35

If there is a delay that affects completion of the Directly Consequential
Works (DCW) by National Grid, shown as scenario C then both the
completion and DTEC Charge liability date are pushed back to 36+X+Z
months. Finally, if there is a delay that affects National Grid’s
programme for wider works, neither the completion, nor the DTEC
Charge liability date is affected.

4.36

The consequence of the date-certain by which DTEC is available to the
DTEC generator is that National Grid can have no protection under
Force Majeure for wider works. If there is a delay affecting the User
and the User does not make a Modification Application to defer the
Completion Date National Grid may complete its works so far as
possible, subject to Independent Engineer certification (noting that the
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connection may not be completed). As a consequence the DTEC
Charges Liability Date will occur and the User will become liable to
commence payment of TNUoS (or whatever charge NG deems
appropriate to make for DTEC, with the agreement of Ofgem, pursuant
to the charging regime) up to the level of DTEC in the agreement (even
if the connection is incomplete). However, the User would have to
agree changes to the construction programme to deliver a revised
completion date for the connection. If the generator/developer does
not believe that any proposed delay to the DCW is justified, then it can
begin the normal dispute process that is available under the CUSC.
WG Members noted that this date-certain approach placed an
additional financial risk on the DTEC generator in the event that they
did not successfully manage their own construction and commissioning
programme within the times prescribed by CAP148.
4.37

4.38

4.39

Delays and Risk Allocation
The WG discussed this allocation of risk and possible variants of the
allocation. In the original amendment proposal National Grid has relief
from external events that cause a delay to the DC Works, but no relief
from external events causing delays to the wider works. One WG
member suggested that National Grid should have the same relief as
exists currently: relief from delays arising from external events causing
delays to DCW and to wider works. The justification for this was that
National Grid is already incentivised to build wider works and DCW as
soon as possible because only once these assets are built can National
Grid gain income from them. National Grid would neither cause nor
exacerbate external delays, nor could it manage them, apart from the
normal obligation to minimise their effect. Therefore, National Grid
should not have to bear the risk of delays arising from external events.
Some Members of the WG believed that this variant would be no
different from the current TEC product. However, it should be noted
that such external delays would increase the time period between the
DTEC generator having access and the date on which wider works are
completed and hence may exacerbate constraints, the costs of which
are ultimately borne by generators and suppliers and hence the end
customer.
A further variant of risk allocation examined by the WG was planning
risk. A WG member proposed that National Grid should have no relief
for external events arising from planning issues such as planning
inquiry delays and leading to delays in construction of the wider works.
However, they would have relief for other Force Majeure type events
such as flood, famine, war and terrorism, etc.
Risk Allocation Summary
In summary WG members agreed that three candidate risk allocation
criteria should be carried forward to the WGAA section: i) National Grid
has no relief from external delays to the wider works, ii) National Grid
has no relief from external delays to the wider works arising solely from
obtaining planning permissions, and iii) National Grid has the current
CUSC relief from external delays to wider works.
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4.40

First Availability
The eligible generator will gain access to DTEC via signing either a
Bilateral Connection Agreement (BCA) if it is transmission connected or
a BEGA if it is distribution connected. (Generators with BELLAs are not
directly affected by DTEC, just as they do not currently have TEC).
Under the original proposal the eligible Generator will have DTEC from
the earlier of:
(1) the date by which National Grid can deliver Transmission
Entry Capacity (“TEC”); or
(2) three years after the later of:
3.1
(i) the date on which the generator obtains its project
planning consents; or
(ii) the date on which it accepts a Connection Offer from
National Grid;
subject in both cases (1) and (2) to a local connection having been
consented and commissioned: such date being the “DTEC Completion
Date’’.

4.41

The proposer of CAP 148 clarified that although not stated explicitly in
the original amendment proposal, an additional condition precedent to
the receipt of DTEC is the commissioning of the generating plant itself.

4.42

The CUSC agreement provides for access in the future, conditional on
completion of specified work. The access allows a User to export power
up to a specified MW figure. The specified MW figure is the MW given
by TEC (or DTEC if CAP 148 is implemented) in the BCA. Therefore
the access product (TEC or DTEC) is available to Users when the
specified works are complete and any other conditions precedent are
satisfied or waived; before this point the User has no access (i.e. it
does not mean the user has access at TEC or DTEC of 0).

4.43

4.44

Implementation & Existing Applications
Those applicants in the current connection queue already have signed
connection agreements that promise them TEC. In order for this
amendment proposal to apply to them, it must be possible to change
these agreements prior to commissioning. The construction agreement
and the BCA (clauses 15 and 10 respectively on standard form)
provide National Grid with the right amend the contents of the
CONSAG or BCA respectively following approval of an amendment by
Ofgem.
Therefore the amendment must include a provision for National Grid to
amend the CONSAG or BCA of those eligible renewable generators
who have not yet been connected so that they enjoy the benefits of
DTEC. The cut-off date would be the Completion Date as defined in
the Construction Agreement; if it occurred after the CAP 148
Implementation Date; eligible generators would receive DTEC; if it
occurred before the CAP148 Implementation Date eligible and noneligible generators would receive TEC. As DTEC is mandatory for all
eligible generators, the change would be automatic. However, a
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process will be required to enable eligible generators to indicate their
eligibility for DTEC.
4.45

4.46

WG members envisaged that on implementation of CAP148, National
Grid would contact all generators to confirm eligibility and status, then
to conform all existing eligible but unfinished BCAs to DTEC and all
existing non-eligible and unfinished BCAs would remain with TEC. For
those DTEC generators with planning permission, the completion date
would be set; for those without, the completion date would be
indeterminate. As generator developers came forward with planning
permission, the completion date would be agreed in their BCA.
Lead Time Variants
The original proposal has a period of 36 months after grant of planning
approval for a project before the connection date occurs (unless TEC
can be provided earlier). The rationale for choosing this period was
that it matched the implementation period for planning consents in
Scotland.
In order to hold consents, parties must commence
substantial construction works within 36 months. Some WG members
considered this time period to be too short for National Grid to build
infrastructure and suggested a WG alternative amendment candidate
of a longer fixed duration period of 48 months in line with the
discussions of CAP 131. The WG agreed to carry forward these two
lead time candidates (the original amendment proposal of 36 months or
the variant of 48 months) to the WGAA section.
DTEC Operation

4.47

4.48

Constraint Management:
The proposer envisaged that CAP 148 would deal with the situation in
which connection of new eligible plant before the completion of wider
works would lead to local, easily identifiable constraints that would
apply until the wider reinforcement works were completed, at which
point the transmission system would become unconstrained. However,
constraints are by their nature impermanent and the location of
constraint boundaries will change in response to a variety of factors.
Constraints could in principle affect only DTEC generators, only TEC
generators, or a mix of DTEC and TEC generators. The constraint
management system needs to deal with all three scenarios.
The amendment proposal does not propose any change to the current
constraint management arrangements when only TEC generators are
affected by the constraint. It should be noted that although CAP148
expects TEC generators to be constrained down/off before DTEC
generators, in the event of constraints, National Grid have a licence
obligation with regard to Security of System and so with due regard for
System Security, balancing actions may need to be taken on plant with
DTEC prior to all other feasible balancing actions having been
exhausted.
Constraint Identification
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4.49

The proposer’s expectation of how constraints arising from CAP 148
would be dealt with is illustrated simplistically in ANNEX 6 ILLUSTRATION OF LOCAL AND WIDER WORKS. As a result of the
connection of the DTEC generators (A), (B) and (E) prior to the
completion of wider infrastructural reinforcement, a constraint would
arise between the hub (H) and the MITS (M) requiring National Grid to
constrain down/off TEC generators (C) and (D), prior to constraining
down DTEC generators (A), (B), & (E). Generators (C) and (D) would
receive an Interruption Payment to cover their ‘associated losses’.
Also, in the event that (A), (B), or (E) was constrained they would
receive Interruption Payments. (This is further illustrated in ANNEX 7 CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATION AND INTERACTION).

4.50

This type of constraint was anticipated to be identifiable and distinct
from other constraints on the system and likely to be temporary until the
wider infrastructural reinforcement is completed. (The proposer noted
that National Grid, in applying the SQSS, might decide under certain
circumstances not to undertake wider infrastructural reinforcement as
the more cost-effective alternative was for the market to bear the
constraint costs, rather than the higher TNUoS charges arising from
additional infrastructural assets.) In discussion the WG considered
that it might be possible, in certain circumstances, to identify a situation
as simple and clear-cut as that portrayed in annexes 5 and 6.
However, in practice less localised constraints would arise and their
cause was likely to be more ambiguous than anticipated in the simple
example. In this more usual example (see ANNEX 7), preferential
despatch would have to be applicable to all TEC and DTEC generators.
For the avoidance of doubt, any generator that was constrained on/up
in the unconstrained or constrained part of the system would receive its
BM Offer value.

4.51

Choice of Constrained Plant
The amendment proposal is clear that in the event of a constraint there
will be a hierarchy of plant to be constrained down/off: TEC generators
will be constrained first, followed by DTEC generators. There will also
be Proportionally Qualifying Plant TEC/DTEC individual generating
stations. WG members discussed where they would be placed in the
hierarchy for constraint. A pragmatic approach was to place them in a
position between TEC generators and DTEC generators.
WG
members recognised that this would tend to over-value them relative to
all TEC generators and under-value them relative to all DTEC
generators. It would also raise the gaming opportunity for some
conventional generators to apply for a nominal (say 1MW) of DTEC for
a trivial amount of co-fired energy crop fuel. However, this approach
would at least have the over-riding value of relative simplicity for
National Grid as constraint manager. Also, it should be noted that in
managing constraints, National Grid may need to constrain DTEC
generation before exhaustion of all other TEC or Proportionally
Qualifying Plant options for reasons of system security, for example:
Constraint management approach - Long-Term:
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4.51.1 WG members noted that in the management of constraints
National Grid takes actions over a number of timescales
ranging from up to a year ahead to operational timescales.
Where National Grid has prior knowledge of a long/medium
term constraint, their first option is to negotiate with all the
affected generators with a view to agreeing a commercial
arrangement that will minimize the overall cost of the constraint
to the system. Similarly, in the shorter term National Grid may
seek to deal with impending constraints ahead of real time via
other arrangements. National Grid would have knowledge of
likely constraint costs in negotiating these commercial services
agreements. Depending on the nature and duration of the
constraint National Grid would seek to achieve differing mixes
of short and long-term constraint management tools. All of this
exists now and would continue to be available to National Grid
under CAP 148.
Constraint management approach - Operational Timescales:
4.51.2 WG Members discussed the provision of a new constraint
management system and the proposer of CAP 148 explained
that part of their reasoning for the new system was the
interaction of the ROC system and the current constraint
management approach.
If a TEC or DTEC renewable
generator were to be constrained off they would not receive
ROCs (ROCs are determined on the basis of the metered
output) and hence their marginal cost of being constrained
down would include the cost of the ROC not received.
4.52

The proposer wished to avoid TEC generators in known constraint
areas using locational power to bid at levels which would result in them
receiving a loss-of-profit that included the ROC cost. Therefore rather
than using BM Bids and Offers, as now, there would Interruption
Payments for constraints leading to the need to constrain down/off
generation (TEC or DTEC) where there is either DTEC only plant
affected or a mix of TEC and DTEC plant. These Interruption
Payments would be administered payments.

4.53

The following outline scenarios deals with the three types of export
constraint. It should be noted that in all cases, the price paid to the
generators constrained on/up is their BM Offer value. The rationale for
this is that the constrained on/up generator will be in the majority part of
the market where locational market power considerations will not apply.
4.53.1
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DTEC Only Plant Affected: Where only DTEC plant is
affected by the constraint, the choice of which plant is to be
constrained down/off will be made by National Grid on the
basis cost efficiency (as now) and taking into account the
administered estimate of the associated losses of reduction of
output for each eligible DTEC generator (Interruption
Payment).
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4.53.2

TEC Only Plant Affected: Where only TEC plant is affected
by the constraint, the choice of which plant is to be
constrained down/off will be made by National Grid on the
basis of cost efficiency (as now) and taking into account the
Bid prices submitted by the affected generators, exactly as
now.
DTEC & TEC Plant Affected: Where a mix of plant is affected
by the constraint, the choice of which plant is constrained
down/off will be made by National Grid on the basis of cost
efficiency (as now) and firstly choosing TEC generators in
order of increasing Interruption Payment and then, once all
the TEC generators were exhausted, any mixed TEC/DTEC
generators and finally, the DTEC generators would be chosen
in order of increasing Interruption Payment.

4.53.3

4.54

Constraint Payment arrangements
In the event of a constraint, the two differing types of payments: CAP
148 Interruption Payments and BM Bids & Offers would flow down
different paths through the industry. TEC generators would need to
have systems in place to deal with their being constrained and then
receiving their Bid/Offer or receiving an Interruption Payment. In order
to illustrate these payments and paths the WG constructed a number of
scenarios and money-flow diagrams. (See ANNEX 8 - CONSTRAINT
MANAGEMENT AND MONEY FLOW)
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

Scenario 1 Shows a Long Market under the current
baseline
Scenario 2 Shows a long market with a 20MWh constraint
under the current baseline.
Scenario 3 shows the same as scenario 2, but with the
constraint requiring TEC generators to be constrained
down/off. For the purposes of this scenario it is assumed
that the Interruption Payment for the affected TEC
generators is the same as their Bid values: £24/MWh.
The blue arrows indicate those cash flows arising from
Interruption Payments that must now flow through the
TNUoS system.
Scenario 4 shows a long market in which there is an
export constraint affecting a DTEC wind generator under
the current baseline.
Scenario 5 shows the same as scenario 4.
The
constrained wind generator is a DTEC generator.
Therefore the Interruption Payment includes the value of
the ROC.

The sequence of events/payments would be:
o ROC Eligible TEC generator (ROCETG) is constrained off
at ROC-price reflective bid price - i.e. receives ROC
payment through BM
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o No ROCs are produced so Supplier will be short and liable
for ROC buyout price
o ROCETG needs to compensate Supplier for lost ROCs
(presumably at the ROC market price less any shared
amount between ROCETG Gen and Supplier)
o No payment is required from Settlements to the Supplier for
lost ROCs.
4.55

The ROC and constrained off (disregarding energy payments) money
flows would be:
3.2
Assumptions:
i)
RO buyout price is £33/MWh
ii)
ROC market price is £43/MWh
iii)
ROCETG Gen and Supplier share ROC Benefit 50:50 i.e.
£5/MWh each

Now:
ROCETG
Supplier

Receives
£/MWh
38 (in contract)
43 (through ROC
stir back

Under CAP 148
ROCETG

38 (through –ve
bid) (plus £38
from contract with
Supplier)
Supplier
38 (from
ROCETG)
* No ROC ‘recycle’ payment

Pays
£/MWh
0
38 (in contract)

"Profit"
£/MWh
38
5

38 (back to
Supplier)

38

33 (RO
obligation)*

5

In summary both parties end up in the same position as now through
the –ve bid and bilateral contract.

Associated Losses
4.56

4.57

Principle of ‘Associated Losses’
CAP 148 anticipates that the administered Interruption Payment,
payable to those generators constrained down in constraints involving
TEC and DTEC, or just DTEC generators, would cover ‘associated
losses’.
Some WG Members expressed their strong aversion to administered
payments (in a competitive market) being used during the management
of constraints, which, in their view, should be managed in as nearly a
market-based way as possible.
The existence of administered
payments would always be a second-best to the provision of BM Bid (&
Offer) prices by generators that were their own best estimate of their
losses. They also believed that the complexity associated with the coexistence of administered payments and BM Bids (& Offers) would
increase the complexity and systems required by National Grid to carry
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out it GBSO role, without any benefit. Finally, they were concerned that
the imposition of any administered price would have competition law
implications for the TEC generators who would be forced to accept
CAP 148 Interruption Payments (which may well not cover all their
actual costs/losses).
4.58

Other members of the WG responded that in a constrained part of the
market, individual participants may have locational market power and
may provide a BM Bid price reflecting that locational market power and
so gain inappropriate commercial advantage. They were not confident
that the normal operation of the market would always lead to a costefficient outcome. They noted that the likely outcome of implementing
CAP148 would be to increase the volume, duration and frequency of
constraints and hence increase the risk that more participants could
game the locational power arising from the constraint more frequently.
They were concerned that self-regulation may fail under such
increased pressure.

4.59

It was noted that the market was subject to continuing surveillance by
the Regulator and that the remedies available to the Regulator for anticompetitive behaviour could be up to 10% of global turnover.

4.60

4.61

4.62

4.63

Elements of ‘Associated Losses’
WG members discussed the elements of such an administered
Interruption Payment. The administered Interruption Payment is
intended to hold the affected generator harmless against their net lost
income, whilst at the same time avoiding opportunities for gaming by
conventional plant with regard to the value of ROCs. For differing types
of generation technology, the elements of associated losses can vary
tremendously. Below the WG discussed a few illustrative examples.
Thermal plant
The bid price of thermal plant will generally reflect the avoided fuel
costs as the generator is earning its contract price and effectively
rebating the cost of the fuel not burned. The bid price may be less than
this due to fuel handling and other associated charges. If the generator
has a take-or-pay fuel contract then the bid price could be zero or even
negative. If a generator had a technical restriction on operation with its
plant it could put in an extremely negative bid.
Nuclear plant
Constraining Nuclear Plant down or off could result in a period of forced
unavailability outside of the accepted bid and so the associated
imbalance costs
at SBP may be reflected in the bid price which
could be highly negative.
Renewable plant
For renewable plant the contract with the supplier will incorporate an
energy price (this would include a value for the intermittent energy
produced and any other costs incurred by the generator i.e. financing
costs, TNUoS, losses, operation and maintenance) and a "green" price
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(this would be the £38/MWh listed above i.e. the RO buyout price plus
shared ROC value). If the ROC-eligible generator was constrained
down/off then its bid price should only reflect the green price element
as the other (energy price) costs should be covered in the contract
price received from the supplier.
4.64

CHP plant
For CHP plat with a significant heat load the decision to dispatch-off
plant that is used to provide steam for processors (paper, chemicals
refinery etc) in favour of renewable plant will have a number of
consequences:
o The process will either have to stop or auxiliary boilers will
have to be run at huge inefficiencies. The auxiliary boilers
have emissions limits and this may force the process to be
shut down if these are exceeded.
o The cost of interrupting the process can be high with damage
to catalysts running in to millions of pounds as well as lost
production.
o The return of the plant may take hours to achieve as steam
conditions for the process will need to be established prior to
generation being available.

4.65

A WG member suggested that the calculation of associated loss would
need to include consequential loss and not just the loss due to failure to
supply generation. His preferred approach would therefore be to use
the current BM Bid price mechanism so that plant can indicate its costs
to National Grid prior to it being despatched off.

4.66

A further issue with defining the elements of associated losses was the
frequency
and duration of the constraints. If CAP 148 led to long
duration and frequent constraints, albeit until the wider reinforcement is
built, the affected generators will be at risk of not recovering their
ongoing fixed costs.

4.67

The WG discussed the merits of differing approaches to defining the
elements of associated losses and hence the Interruption Payment.
The majority (but not all) of WG members believed that using BM Bid
Prices (i.e. no administered Interruption Payment) was superior to any
administered approach. It allowed for the variety of technologies
commercial positions as identified above without undermining
competition.

4.68

The other extreme would be to establish a claims process with an
open-book accounting approach under the administration of the CUSC
Panel. This highly administered approach would have the risk of
undermining the operation of the competitive electricity market.

4.69

A further approach considered by the WG as a second best
administered approach consistent with the principle of Interruption
Payments, but without the complex administrative arrangements
otherwise required would be to use the market price for the relevant
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Settlement Period(s). This is a public domain datum with safeguards to
avoid any gaming. For affected generators that are ROC producing,
the Interruption Price would be the market price plus ROC value. This
approach would be similar to that adopted for unplanned outage under
CAP48. However, this would only represent a recent market price for
electricity, not the intention of the proposer of CAP 148 to hold the
affected generator harmless. CHP and Nuclear plant, as illustrated
above, would be particularly affected by this approach.
4.70

In summary the WG could identify an administratively complex method
that would deliver a more accurate Interruption Payments after the
event and a less administratively complex method that would be less
accurate and more arbitrary.

4.71

The majority of the WG remained concerned that either of these two
methods would have unpredictable and damaging effects on the
operation of the competitive electricity market. The remainder of the
WG remained concerned that the administrative approach would have
to be very complex in order to be accurate and hence unlikely to be
easily practicable.

4.72

For these reasons the WG agreed not to pursue Interruption Payments
and Associated Losses as part of the candidates in the WGAA section.
Nevertheless, the WG did recognise that a reliance on the BM Bids and
Offers in a post CAP 148 environment would place self regulation and
the regulatory oversight function under greater pressure.

4.73

4.74

Impact on Cash-out Prices
In the event of a constraint, it is usually the case that the volumes of
constrained off and constrained on plant are ‘tagged out’ under the BM
so that there is no net impact on cash-out price. However, there can
be a case where the price can impact cash-out price. Under the
current circumstances, where the system as a whole is long and the
constrained-down plant has a Bid (which may be negative) accepted,
that bid will influence the cash-out price.
Under the CAP148
arrangements, the WG agreed that the volumes of TEC or DTEC
generation that was constrained should be tagged out as now. If the
same approach is applied to the Interruption Payment as to
Bids/Offers, then the Interruption Payment will contribute to the cashout price. This potentially exacerbates this existing problem by mixing
competitive market and administered prices in the inputs into cash-out
price when the whole system is long.
Impact on Constraint Costs – Longer Term
WG members tried to develop a rough estimate of the impact of
implementation of CAP 148 on constraint costs. As with any such
estimate, it is almost impossible to be clear about the impact of a
change on participants’ behaviour later. Also, the WG did not have the
wherewithal to try to ascertain the impact on each of the connectees
currently in the queue and those already connected. Therefore the
estimate contains a number of ‘heroic assumptions’. Nevertheless, the
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connection queue data is in the public domain and other parties can
use the same data to try the impact of their favoured assumptions.
4.75

In summary, the WG took the current connection queue till 2016 and
assumed that varying percentages of the generators in the queue with
connection dates beyond 2010 (25%, 50%, and 100%) all had their
connection dates brought forward by three years. At the same time the
wider works required for the queue were still being built by National
Grid, albeit at the rate consistent with the current queue timetable.
Then by making assumptions for the cost of each constrained MWh
and the percentage of time each boundary in the transmission system
was constrained, the WG was able to come up with a rough range of
constraint costs arising, year by year.

4.76

The basis of calculation is set out in ANNEX 9 - ILLUSTRATIVE
CALCULATIONS OF IMPACT OF CAP 148 ON CONSTRAINT
COSTS. If 25% of the current projects are advanced then the minimum
additional constraint cost between 2011 and 2019 is approximately
£135m; this rises to £542m if 100% of the projects are advanced. This
cost is over and above ongoing constraint costs arising from the preCAP 148 situation and constraints associated with the outages needed
to reinforce the wider transmission system. These numbers have been
derived using an assumption that all projects currently in the queue can
potentially proceed to be built and hence the percentages mentioned
relate to the percentage of the total that are accelerated.

4.77

The WG were satisfied that to obtain a more accurate set of figures
would require access to information that they could only guess. A WG
member asked about the price track for ‘normal’ constraints over this
period. National Grid currently have a annual System operator
Incentive Scheme and hence produce a public domain estimate of
constraint costs up to a year in advance, not further.

Longer Term System Issues
4.78

4.79

Planning assumptions TEC & DTEC
Transmission Licensees currently undertake the planning and
scheduling of both wider and local works across the whole system on
the basis of one long-term access product: TEC. The introduction of
another superior product (DTEC) will provide eligible renewable
generators with access to the GB Transmission System,
notwithstanding that wider works which would have been required for
the equivalent TEC generator had not been completed.
Transmission Licensees may have to decide between preferentially
facilitating the Directly Consequential Works (DCW) for DTEC
generators or wider works and be confident they have the regulatory
framework that allows them to justify such an action. However explicit
prioritisation of asset build would be a transmission licence issue not
covered in this amendment proposal. This runs the risk of producing a
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sub-optimal, longer and/or more costly overall connection process for
TEC generation in the “queue” due to the less efficient integration of
local and wider works compared to the status quo.
4.80

4.81

4.82

4.83

Impact on Security of Supply
Post implementation of CAP 148, Transmission Licensees would, as
now, manage the longer-term investment in infrastructure so as to
deliver local and wider works as quickly and cost efficiently as possible.
Implicit in CAP 148 is the expectation that the network will be more
constrained more frequently. Whilst this is likely to lead to higher
constraint costs until the wider works are complete (not least because
of the increasingly unpredictable running pattern of TEC generation), it
is not expected that operational security of supply will be compromised
because National Grid retains the over-riding power to take actions to
maintain security of supply. However, as noted above TEC generators
are likely to find that their running patterns may become increasingly
uncertain and erratic as constraints dictate that they are “constrained
down/off” in order to accommodate DTEC generators.
Maintenance of the Reliability and Safety of the Grid
The WG noted that Article 7 of the EU Renewables Directive 2001/77
refers to ‘without prejudice to the maintenance of the reliability and
safety of the grid’. The WG agreed that it would be for National Grid to
advise Ofgem if, in their opinion, either the original amendment
proposal or any Working Group Alternative Amendments or any
Consultation Alternative Amendments would be prejudicial to
‘maintenance of the reliability and safety of the grid’.
Impact on SQSS
WG members noted that CAP 148 proposes no changes to SQSS. As
now, National Grid would form an assessment of which assets to build
(or not build if the costs of constraints are economically preferable) and
then build them.
What could change is the frequency with which
National Grid have to approach Ofgem for a derogation for the period
between the date upon which the DTEC generator receives its DTEC
(maximum 3 years from connection agreement, subject to some
conditions precedent outlined above) and the date when the wider
system reinforcements are in place to bring the whole system back into
compliance with the SQSS. These are currently rare events.
National Grid representatives at the WG indicated National Grid’s
unease at the implication of CAP 148, that National Grid would begin a
connection agreement knowing that it could be in breach of its licence if
derogation was not automatically granted. This issue might be
resolved by a separate agreement between National Grid and Ofgem,
or more likely by a change to the SQSS so as to deal with this situation
for DTEC generators. Such changes would be consequential changes
to other documents, if this amendment were to be implemented.
Connection Queue Management
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4.84

Currently, the Transmission Licensees undertake their system planning
and reinforcement on the basis of a sole access product – TEC. If CAP
148 were introduced there exists the possibility that the revised system
could become unduly discriminatory against those prospective new
users seeking TEC, noting that some new connectees only have the
option to seek TEC (rather than DTEC).

4.85

The process may delay the connection of new or expanded TEC
generation, due to the allocation of resources onto the DTEC local
connection works, in preference to “TEC” generator local connection
works. It could also delay the connection of TEC generation further, if
there is a consequential delay in the progressing wider system
reinforcement which is required to allow TEC generation to connect
(finite resources/outages etc., will have been reallocated to local DTEC
connection work).

4.86

Whilst there is currently no explicit obligation to advance DCW the WG
understood that once DCW and wider works became separate,
advancement of DCW may occur subject to other licence obligations
(and possible changes in licence obligations (see section 4.78 above)).
There is also the possibility that TEC generation might have to wait not
only for those wider infrastructure works for which it is “responsible”,
but also the wider works which have been triggered by DTEC
generators due to the system being rendered non-SQSS compliant, so
no more TEC until it is compliant. Finally, the discrimination in favour of
the DTEC generator will mean that at all points in the connection
process for a TEC generator it is subjected to greater risk than at the
moment that its programme will be shifted because of DTEC later
comers.

4.87

4.88

Risk Perceptions and Realities for all generators
If CAP148 were to be implemented and successfully brought forward
more renewable generation more quickly, there would be impacts on
the risks faced by TEC generators. Running patterns for TEC
generators are likely to become more uncertain and volatile pending
the construction of wider reinforcements. The likely increase in
constraint during this interim period, but more importantly the increase
in uncertainty of when it might arise and for how long, will result in
greater uncertainty for the users in creating cost-reflective BM Bids.
Ultimately the effects of such uncertainties in costs are likely to be
borne by the customer.
At present operational market access risk is small, as evidenced by the
current annual costs of constraints compared with the value of energy
traded per annum. If in a post-CAP 148 implementation market
the
operational access risk is enhanced and hence the costs of constraints
increased, the point may be reached at which the continuing
appropriateness of the current mutual self-insurance provided via the
BM may need to be reviewed.
Balancing and ‘despatch’ IT and other Systems
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4.89

4.90

National Grid noted that in order to run the constraint management
system so as to allow for TEC and DTEC generators to be dealt with
separately, there would be a need for new IT systems to support
National Grid analysis and decision making. Operational planning
would need to be expanded to allow differentiation between TEC and
DTEC generators. There would need to changes to the TNUoS
calculation systems to allow for differences in treatment of TEC and
DTEC as well as the TNUoS payment arrangements to allow the
inclusion of Interruption Payments.
Discrimination and Wider Policy Issues
The WG agreed that the CAP148 proposals would introduce a degree
of discrimination under the CUSC in favour of new (DTEC) renewable
generation projects which would be offered different and more
advantageous connection arrangements when compared with other
TEC generation projects (i.e. existing conventional and renewable plus
new conventional).

4.91

The key issue for the WG was whether this comprised “due” or “undue”
discrimination. In the Ofgem/DTI (now BERR) letter to the CUSC Panel
referenced earlier (see section 2.2) help is provided with the concept of
‘due discrimination’. ‘… no discrimination arises where like situations
are treated differently provided that the difference in treatment can be
objectively justified.’ A WG member noted that Ofgem had recently, in
its discussion of matters of discrimination relating to the (UNC) Mod
116 Appeal to the Competition Commission, stated in its ‘Summary of
Case’ at paragraph 11, that “the fact that two categories of persons are
different in some respects cannot make it right to treat them differently
in every respect. The question must always be whether the differences
between them are sufficiently material to justify the particular difference
in treatment”. Also in its Mod 116 Appeal Ofgem referred to the
‘Carson v Secretary of State’ case (2005) which indicated, at paragraph
61, that were there is a difference in treatment that the Court would
need to determine “did the difference in treatment have an objective
and reasonable justification: in other words, did it pursue a legitimate
aim and did the differential treatment bear a reasonable relationship of
proportionality to the aim sought to be achieved?”.

4.92

The WG member also noted that the ‘Gebhard v Milan Bar Council’
case (1995) indicated, at paragraph 37, that where “national measures
[are] liable to hinder or make less attractive the exercise of fundamental
freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty [they] must fulfil four conditions:
they must be applied in a non-discriminatory manner; they must be
justified by imperative requirements in the general interest; they must
be suitable for securing the attainment of the objective which they
pursue; and they must not go beyond what is necessary in order to
attain it”.

4.93

Additionally the Ofgem/DTI (now BERR) letter of 17th April to the
CUSC Panel went on to say ‘…in relation to the question of economic
and efficient operation, we consider it would be possible to make an
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argument that it is more economic and efficient for generators that do
not emit carbon to have grid access than for carbon emitting generators
to have access when you consider the environmental costs associated
with higher carbon emissions. It is of course open to those carbon
emitting generators to make an argument for no change on the basis
that the EU ETS is designed to internalise the costs of carbon into their
decision making. We believe that the CUSC process should facilitate
this discussion and debate.’ Some WG members argued that the
environmental costs avoided by the earlier and preferential connection
of new renewable generation were sufficient that discrimination in
favour of such DTEC generators could be justified on economic
grounds, not just compliance with governmental policy goals. Others
did not agree and argued that the combination of the Renewables
Obligation, CCL and EU Emissions Trading Scheme are policy tools
which have been implemented in the electricity market so as to bring
the cost of carbon and the incentives for new renewable generation into
the market. In their view the introduction of DTEC would therefore be
undue discrimination. A consensus was not achieved amongst the WG
as to whether or not implementation of CAP 148 would lead to ‘due
discrimination’.
4.94

WG members discussed a number of EU Directives and governmental
policies and the impact of CAP 148 on them, in terms of whether the
impact would be due or undue discrimination. WG members raised
arguments for each area either that the discrimination was due or
undue. These are shown in the table below:

EU Renewables
Directive/ HMG
Renewables Policy
targets

EU Markets
Directive/ HMG
4

Arguments advanced in WG Discussion
Pro Due discrimination Pro Undue
Discrimination
Helps facilitate growth in Discriminates against
existing
renewable
renewable generation.
Helps
achieve
CO2 and new and existing
conventional
Policy goal
generation.
WGAAs
do
not
Renewables Directive
discriminate
operationally
and is in part permissive
therefore arguably do and mandatory only in
not discriminate against part.4
existing
renewable
plant.
Reduced efficiency for
constrained-off plant
will reduce
environmental gains
of early connection
Facilitates growth in These changes are
connected capacity and arguably
overly

EU Renewables Directive 2001/77. Article 7
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Markets policy

EU CHP Directive

Security of Supply
–Long Term

Security of Supply
– Short Term

Network Issues

4.95

Arguments advanced in WG Discussion
Pro Due discrimination Pro Undue
Discrimination
hence in competition discriminatory
and
and
would
achieve hence
antibetter alignment with competitive,
overseas markets
facilitating decline in
competition
Low C eligibility option CHP
discriminated
WGAA would favour against under CAP
good quality CHP with 148 original and some
low carbon intensity
WGAAs
in
Better
energy Increase
technology mix achieved uncertainty for TEC
will
would enhance security generators
discourage
of supply longer term
investment
and
accelerate
closure
and would therefore
reduce security of
supply longer term.
services
Any additional constraint Balancing
made
and
other
system management
management costs are much more difficult
outweighed
by
the and complex
environmental benefits
New
renewables
generation
will
use
network more sparingly
Requirement
for NG will face increased
planning permission will costs without means
improve
make NG development to
performance
more efficient
parties
are
WGAAs remove issues Both
of lesser rights under paying TNUoS, but
TEC receives lesser
constraint.
rights of access under
constraint (CAP 148
original)

It was recognised by some WG members that the CAP 148 proposal
could help to facilitate Government and EU targets for renewable
generation (see for example Ch. 5, Para 5.3.75 of UK Govt Energy
White Paper, May 2007, ‘Meeting the Energy Challenge.’) and help to
meet wider UK Government and EU objectives in relation to reducing
CO2 emissions
However, it was noted that such considerations were
not explicitly part of the CUSC applicable objectives.
Other
governmental energy policy goals such as security of supply and
minimisation of costs of energy via the use of competitive markets are
easier to trace to the CUSC applicable objectives and they are
considered explicitly below in the context of the WGAAs. As with the
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discussion of ‘due discrimination’, WG members proposed arguments
in favour and against the furtherance of these policies via CAP 148
original or WGAAs.
5.0

ALTERNATIVE AMENDMENT
Working Group Alternatives

5.1

5.2

Following the assessment discussion summarised above, working
group members considered possible Working Group Alternative
Amendments (WGAAs). The discussion focussed on two areas:
connection and operation.
Connection Alternatives
Definition of Eligible Generation
The WG considered the eligibility criteria at length and from their
consideration four candidates (1-4) were further considered. Of the
four 1) all REGOs and 2) Intermittent REGOs were considered but not
supported. The supported candidates were: 3) Low carbon generation
defined as (tonnes carbon emitted per MWh generated ≤ 0.2) minus
Proportionally Qualifying Plant and 4) All REGO generation minus
Proportionally Qualifying Plant.
Option Description
All REGOs: any generator including
1
Proportionally Qualifying Plant
Intermittent REGOs only minus
2
Proportionally Qualifying Plant
Low
Carbon
Generation
minus
3
Proportionally Qualifying Plant
REGOs
minus
Proportionally
4
Qualifying Plant

5.3

5.4

WG consideration
Not supported
Not supported
Supported
Supported

Delays and Risk allocation: Risk Allocation for delays in Wider Works
Please note that under all three risk allocation options the DTEC
Generator would automatically gain transmission system access after
completion of the Directly Consequential Works (subject to the
generator being commissioned). The differences in risk allocation are
with regard to delays in the completion of the wider infrastructure
reinforcement works.
Three candidates (A-C) were supported: A) delays affecting the Wider
Works were treated as now; B) delays affecting the Wider Works were
treated as now except those arising from planning for which there
would be no relief for National Grid; and C) there would be no relief for
National Grid for delays affecting Wider Works.
Option Description
WG consideration
National Grid have all current external Supported
A
event delay relief (subject to lead time
below)
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B

C

5.5

National Grid have no relief for delays Supported
arising
from
obtaining
Planning
permissions for wider works (non DCW
works)
National Grid have no relief for delays Supported
however arising

Lead times
The lead time is the earliest time the eligible generator can receive
access to the transmission system, subject to completion of the Directly
Consequential Works and the commissioning of the generator. It
should be noted that in the event that the wider works, the Directly
Consequential works and the generator commissioning could all be
completed in less than the lead time, then the generator could receive
access even earlier. Two candidates were supported: X) 36 months,
the time proposed in CAP 148 original, and Y) 48 months arising from
the discussions surrounding assessment of CAP 131.
Option Description
WG consideration
48 months plus any additional time for Supported
X
DCW
36 months plus any additional time for Supported
Y
DCW

5.6

Operational Alternatives
No Special Constraint Management
Although the WG members as a whole decided to abandon the special
arrangements for Interruption Payments, some did so because they
believed it was deleterious to the competitive energy market and overly
costly and complex with nugatory benefit if any, whilst others only
accepted the complexity and cost argument.

5.7

WG members agreed to rely for all the Working Group Alternative
Amendments on the current constraint management processes, noting
that eligible renewable generators would routinely set BM Bid prices
that would make them the least attractive to constrain down/off.

5.8

All WG members noted that the likely increase in frequency and
duration of constraints under CAP 148 is likely to impose more of a
regulatory burden for Ofgem’s market oversight function.

5.9

WG members further noted that the CAP 148 original Interruption
Payment scheme would have led to the additional constraint costs
being recovered via the TNUoS route compared with the BSUoS route.

5.10

The TNUoS route allows constraint cost recovery to be smoothed over
12 months, subject to National Grid being able to pass through the full
cost to users. The twelve-monthly cycle of TNUoS aligns more closely
with domestic tariff cycles. The BSUoS route for constraint cost
recovery associated with all the Working Group Alternative
Arrangements is more rapid and therefore more volatile than TNUoS.
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Nevertheless, the other administrative complexity of having to run both
a TNUoS and BSUoS approach to CAP 148 constraints was agreed to
be an overwhelming factor against it.
5.11

A further consequence of this choice was that, at least in principle,
once the wider works are complete the DTEC generator could revert to
TEC.
Candidates for WGAA

5.12

The candidate combinations are set out below:
Eligibility

1 All REGOs

A As now
Force
Majeure
Risk
Lead Time X 48 months

4 All
3 Low
REGOs
carbon
Generation minus
proportio
nally
qualifying
B No relief for C No
planning
Relief
2 Intermittent
REGOs only

Y 36 months

5.13

Therefore a combination would combine 3 parameters: (1,2,3,4) plus
(A,B,C) plus (X,Y). From amongst the possible combinations 13 WG
members (Chair did not vote) were asked to consider which of the
original and WGAAs were better than the current CUSC baseline. All
of the WG members could vote on each of these.

5.14

The combinations adopted as WGAAs by the WG were
WGAA 1 (4CX)
WGAA 2 (4BX)
WGAA 3 (4CY)
WGAA 4 (3BX)
WGAA 5 (4AX)
Note that Eligibility options 1 and 2 were not supported.

5.15

Then, those WG members who had supported any of the original or the
WGAA were asked to vote once more to determine which of the
WGAAs or original was the preferred alternative. It should be noted
that some (5) of the WG members believed that none of the WGAAs or
the original was better than the current CUSC baseline. Therefore
these members did not express a preference for a preferred alternative
amongst the WGAAs and the original. The table below summarises the
result of this voting:
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Current Baseline

WGAA 1 (4CX)
WGAA 2 (4BX)
WGAA 3 (4CY)
WGAA 4 (3BX)
WGAA 5 (4AX)
CAP 148 Original

Compared to Current CUSC
Better
Worse
Abstain
5
2
6
2
2
0
2

10
7
10
10
10
11

1
0
1
1
3
0

Preferred
alternative
0
6
1
1
0
0

5.16

As a result of the final voting by Working Group Members none of the
WGAAs or the original CAP 148 had majority support from the WG
Members compared with the current baseline.

5.17

A majority of WG members considered that some variant of the
proposal was better than the original; WGAA 2 (Option 4BX) gained the
most support from WG Members relative to the current baseline and
the most votes in favour of it as the preferred alternative. However, in
an individual assessment it was not voted as better than the current
baseline.

5.18

In voting on the alternatives, WG members were aware that CAP 148 is
premised on discrimination in favour of eligible renewable generation
and against non-eligible generation technologies. They were in receipt
of advice from Ofgem (and DTI5) to the CUSC Panel6 which made the
point that ‘due discrimination’ under the CUSC applicable objectives
may be permissible if objectively justified.

5.19

WG members were also aware of the difference between the basis on
which they made a recommendation: the Applicable Objectives, and
the basis on which Ofgem may make a decision: having regard
additionally to its wider licence obligations. Some WG members who
had voted against the WGAAs on the basis of consideration against the
Applicable Objectives suggested that WGAA 5 and WGAA 4 (options
4AX and 3BX) might be supportable against the wider objectives.

5.20

In order to ensure clarity WGAA2 (option 4BX) is more fully laid out
here. This WGAA combines the following features:
5.20.1 Eligibility would be determined by the core definition of
REGO production minus any Proportionally Qualifying

5

Now BERR
The Ofgem/DTI letter in response is filed with the CAP147 documents on the National Grid
web site:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Electricity/Codes/systemcode/amendments/currentamendmen
tproposals/
6
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Plant (option 4). This is seen as consistent with the
general governmental goal of advancing renewable
generation whilst pragmatically allowing that inclusion of
co-fired generation is unlikely to significantly advance
these types of projects and would be very difficult to
administer correctly.
5.20.2 National Grid would have full normal relief against
external events delaying the Directly Consequential
Works (DCW), but would have no relief against delays to
the wider works arising from the planning process (option
B). This allocates the planning delay risk from wider
works to National Grid and thence through the rest of the
market to the end customers. The rationale is that end
customers (through government) can affect the wider
planning risk.
5.20.3 The minimum period after which the DTEC generator
must receive access is 48 months, subject to completion
of the Directly Consequential Works (DCW) (option X).
The rationale for this choice is that during the CAP 131
assessment it appeared to most that 48 months should
be sufficient time for National Grid to build the necessary
local and wider works to allow new generation to connect,
subject to planning consents being obtained.
New
generators would potentially be able to commence
construction work at the end of their three year planning
validity period and would then have a year to construct –
an appropriate time in the context of new wind generation
which is the type of generation most likely to benefit from
DTEC in the near term.
5.20.4 On completion of the wider reinforcement works the
DTEC would revert to TEC.
5.20.5 There would be no special constraint management
arrangements for DTEC generators and there would be
no Interruption Payments for ‘associated losses’; the
normal constraint market-based approach (i.e. BM Bids
and Offers) would apply.
Consultation Alternative
5.20

There were no Consultation Alternative Amendments raised.
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6.0

ASSESSMENT AGAINST APPLICABLE CUSC OBJECTIVES
Proposed Amendment and working group alternatives
The Assessment against Applicable CUSC Objectives is summarised
below.

6.1

The WG overwhelmingly believed that an Interruption Payment
mechanism would be discriminatory, undermining the existing market
and so frustrating competition. Furthermore the original would be
extremely difficult to implement and manage operationally (if it could be
done at all), thus it was not an efficient or a proportionate response to
managing delays in the access queue. Therefore overall the original
was assessed as not better meeting the relevant CUSC objectives (a)
& (b).

6.2

A few WG members believed that practicalities aside the Original did
better meet the principles of the CUSC objectives over the current
baseline (as reflected in the WG vote), with the wider benefits
outweighing any disadvantages against the CUSC objectives, and that
there would be competition benefits and these justified different
treatment for a particular generators. National Grid does not agree that,
if indeed there were competition benefits, that that these would justify
discrimination under the CUSC as the benefits would be provided by
any form of new generation.

6.3

The original and WGAAs fundamentally differ in that the original
includes an Interruption Payment mechanism. The equivalent option to
the Original (minus the Interruption Payment mechanism) from the
WGAA candidate list would have been 1CY, this was discussed as a
WGAA but not supported, not least due to the practicalities of
managing plant with partial REGOs discussed in the evaluation.

6.4

Efficient Discharge of Licence Obligations

6.4.1 Efficient use of the network because of additional generation
connected: Providing early connection would increase the number of
parties able to access the transmission system. However providing firm
rights to all of these parties significantly in excess of the capability of
the transmission system would result in significant additional
operational costs. Therefore whilst the transmission system was being
used more, this would not necessarily be efficient. On the basis that the
wider transmission works would largely be justified on grounds of
economics, the assessment of efficient level of constraints exposure is
already factored into the existing connection date. Therefore the likely
additional cost incurred from providing early connection would not be
efficient.
6.4.2 WGAAs with option X, four years lead time, would limit exposure to
constraints, however in the context of efficient operational of the
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transmission system the additional cost would still be inefficient and
thus not justified.
6.4.3 In the WG, members acknowledged that an impact arising from
implementation of any of the WGAAs would be to increase the volume
of access used at any time. This would increase the volume efficiency
of the use of the network. National Grid agrees in terms of volume
alone, however consideration of costs imposed must also be taken into
account when assessing the overall efficiency. Allowing greater volume
use of the system does not alone justify release of firm access above
the basic capability of the system.
6.4.4 National Grid agrees with the assessment of the WG that WGAAs with
the Low Carbon eligibility (option 3) are likely to result in even more
new projects benefiting than REGOs (option 4) and hence have greater
volume efficiency.
6.4.5 The WG members also noted that depending on the local state of
infrastructure and other developments, the next connection may make
better use of existing infrastructure or cause further constraints until
further new infrastructure is built. Therefore, it would be difficult to
know if any given project would enhance or decrease the cost
efficiency of running the transmission system. National Grid agrees
costs need to be considered, as discussed above, however the
assessment of overall efficiency is considered in the planning process7
where the reduction in forecast operational costs are considered
against the incremental cost of providing assets in the economic
assessment.
6.4.6 National Grid agrees with the view of the WG that a result of
connecting more generation to an un-reinforced system would be that
constraints would be more frequent and of longer duration and hence
the costs of constraints would increase.
6.4.7 National Grid is also concerned about the efficiency of the investment
programme if it had to be rearranged to allow connection before the
completion of wider works; if his were the possible outcome of
implementing CAP 148, Transmission Licensees would need to
consider the Licence implications with Ofgem.
In developing the
WGAAs, the working group assumed that the additional time (48
months) provided for in option X, would increase National Grid’s ability
to deliver an investment programme and a lower constraint system,
than option Y ( 36 months). However, this would inevitably delay the
achievement of the primary goal of CAP 148 – additional eligible
renewable generation connected sooner.

7

‘It is permissible to design to standards higher than those set out in paragraphs 4.4 to 4.12
provided the higher standards can be economically justified. Guidance on economic
justification is given in Appendix E ‘ SQSS Paragraph 4.3. SQSS available at
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Electricity/Codes/gbsqsscode/DocLibrary/
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6.4.8 The WG were divided as to the effect of risk allocation for delays: some
believed that the greater risk allocation to National Grid would act as a
further incentive to build transmission assets sooner, whilst others
believed that the assumption that National Grid could continue with its
scheduled investment programme, whilst possibly speeding up its
programme to build assets related to DTEC connections in parallel,
was unfounded and perhaps optimistic.
6.4.9 National Grid believes that the GBSO taking consent and force majeure
risk for DTEC parties would be discriminatory and inefficient. Other
connected parties have been required to manage such costs and
issues. Other TEC generation would be required to wait for connection
thus would be disadvantaged compared to DTEC generation. DTEC
generation would be able to gain connection with no regard for consent
issues for wider works, where these issues were extensive the short
term gain to the generator of being connected early in a particular
location could easily be outweighed by the wider costs imposed on
transmission through accommodating the DTEC generation.
6.4.10 Overall, the essential issue in favour of implementing one of the
WGAAs is that it would allow more renewable generation to connect to
the transmission system sooner, providing greater diversity in the
sources of generation to the benefit of the government’s environmental
agenda. Some WG members believed that this would improve longerterm security of supply. Whilst clearly diversity overall can better
facilitate security of supply this is not limited to renewable generation
and it does not necessarily justify firm access, particular in the shorter
term. Conventional generation connecting early can make a
significantly larger contribution to security supply that the majority of
DTEC generation that is expected to be intermittent and with limited
predictability.
6.4.11 National Grid agrees with the qualifying argument expressed at the
WG: that whilst all parties want to see more renewable generation,
putting greater volumes onto an unready system, only to have to
constrain greater volumes off again than at present, is inefficient and
potentially a wasteful expense to consumers and the wider industry.
6.4.12 As proposed DTEC is mandatory for all eligible generation. National
Grid believes that this may place additional risk on developers when
the charges for the service are cost reflective. This may have a
negative impact on the development of new renewable generation
when this is the only access product practically available.
6.5

Facilitation of Competition

6.5.1 In support of the implementation of one of the WGAAs, WG members
recognised that more connected generation would result in more
competition in the volume of generation and also in the variety of
generation types. Additionally, for smaller Suppliers, members thought
it reasonable to expect that the availability of more renewable
Date of Issue 14/12/07
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generation should make it easier and cheaper for them to fulfil their
renewable supply obligations. This would enable them better to
compete with larger players with their own renewable assets.
6.5.2 Furthermore, some WG members questioned whether the industry
should be too concerned with the likely increase in constraint costs,
noting that National Grid has a variety of both short-term and long-term
means for minimizing the costs of constraints.
6.5.3 The working group also considered that additional generation
appearing more quickly might upset the current commercial balance of
renewable generation in which additional income arising from recycle
payments enhances the commercial viability of renewable generation.
6.5.4 More generally, in opposition to implementation of one of the WGAAs,
National Grid and WG members expected that CAP 148 would lead to
greater constraints and hence greater constraint costs. As the WGAAs
propose that the current system of constraint cost allocation via BSUoS
continues, this would lead to those additional constraint costs being
shared amongst all users of the system. At present, National Grid
ensures that the system is able to accommodate new generation,
meaning that the commercial opportunity available to a new generator
when they get a connection is not provided for at the expense of other
parties.
6.5.5 National Grid agrees with the views expressed at the WG that the
competition created by connecting new entrants to the generation
market sooner as proposed in the amendment, would be achieved
through additional costs borne by the wider industry and consumers.
Under National Grid’s initial thoughts on charging this cross
subsidisation would not occur, however National Grid is concerned that
the combination of mandatory DTEC and a cost reflective short term
charges could be counter productive to the wider objectives highlighted
in the initial amendment proposal.
6.5.6 National Grid agrees that whilst in some periods when DTEC
generators are running the marginal price in the market may be lower.
However this effect needs to be addressed holistically and include
consideration of the additional costs in all periods to accommodate the
intermittency, whether this is through the market in over contracting to
avoid imbalance exposure or management by National Grid. In addition
the overall capacity credit created by the majority of expected DTEC
generation (the ability for the market to retire older plant) is limited,
although this older plant is likely to run less frequently. When this plant
does run it will be required to recover fixed cost over a much smaller
period and therefore likely to have a higher market and offer prices.
This could lead to higher and more frequent peaks in energy prices,
possibly balanced by smaller average reduction in energy prices (that
is the reduction will not reflect scarcity as the increase does).
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7.0

PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

7.1

Should the Authority direct the implementation of either the original or
an alternative the National Grid proposes that CAP148 should be
implemented 10 Business Days after an Authority decision. This is
based on the assumption that any consequential changes to the Grid
Code, SQSS and any other documents are completed before the first
DTEC holder is physically connected. This is subject to National Grid
to agreeing a progress for obtaining derogations from the current
SQSS prior to the signing any DTEC bilateral agreements.

7.2

It is envisaged that the consequential changes could be progressed
after implementation (application fees would need to be agreed prior to
application, National Grid indicated these would default to a TEC
application fee if no action was taken). In accordance with CUSC
8.19.3 (b) views on implementation were requested.

7.3

The provisions would not be implemented retrospectively. Existing
eligible generators having a signed agreement but not connected at
time of implementation would be permitted to switch from TEC to
DTEC, with the new provisions being applied from the date they sign
an amended connection agreement. All new applications for eligible
generation from the implementation date would be under the new
provisions.

7.4

This would mean that that the earliest a User could hold DTEC would
be at a minimum of three years from the date of implementation. If the
original was implemented and TEC could be provided within three
years that a user could hold DTEC earlier. If WGAA was implemented
and TEC was available prior to three years (i.e. the wider works were
complete) the user would receive TEC in any event as under the
alternatives TEC reverts to DTEC once the wider works have been
competed. Under later scenario as the user is receiving effectively
compliant TEC which they would have received in any event it is not
envisaged early implementation of consequential changes would be
present a problem (as they are not required under that scenario).
However under the original operational systems would have had to
been developed and implemented to deal with administered pricing.

7.5

No comment on the implementation proposal or timescales was made
in the responses to the consultation.

8.0

IMPACT ON THE CUSC

8.1

The WG agreed that no drafting would be supplied for CAP 148
original. The text required to give effect to the WGAA 4BX is contained
in ANNEX 2 - DRAFTING FOR WGAA 2 (4BX) to this report.

8.2

The WG agreed that no drafting would be supplied for the other
WGAAs, noting that such drafting could be created by amendment to
the drafting created for Option 4BX.
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8.3

On National Grid’s industry information web site a drafting note was
produced to assist the working group that summarises the assumptions
used in the drafting8.

8.4

The drafting in Annex 2 is split in to a number of subsections:
o Annex2.1: CUSC Section11 Glossary and definitions
o Annex2.2: Applications & offer exhibits to the CUSC
o Annex2.3: CUSC section 1 through 10
o Annex2.4:.CUSC Schedule 2 Exhibit 1 (BCA)
o Annex2.5: CUSC Schedule 2 Exhibit 3 (Consag)
o Annex2.6: CUSC Schedule 2 Exhibit 2 (BEGA)

9.0

IMPACT ON CUSC PARTIES
Proposed Amendment

9.1

CAP148 has an impact upon most CUSC parties in a number of ways
given its wide ranging nature of the proposal, many of which are not
directly related to the CUSC.
Working Group Alternative Amendments

9.2

CAP148 Working Group Alternative Amendments will impact on most
CUSC parties in a number of ways, many of which are directly related
to the CUSC. The key difference between the alternatives and the
original is that TEC parties will not be subject to an administered
payment mechanism to facilitate DTEC access.

10.0

IMPACT ON INDUSTRY DOCUMENTS
Impact on Core Industry Documents
Summary provided at the end of section

10.1

Grid Code: CAP 148 original will require amendment to the balancing
codes of the Grid Code. The alternatives remove this requirement
however there may need to be some future housekeeping changes e.g.
facilitation of better margin information.

10.2

STC: CAP 148 original and WGAAs will impact the STC. National Grid
would need to agree a process from converting existing agreements
and assessing future applications with the TOs. This would include
separately identifying works and providing explicit competition dates for
wider and DCW. It may also need to address a planning prioritisation
framework for DCW versus wider works.

8

http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/262A46AB-C3D1-4005-BAF449F154D06B1E/19800/LegalDraftingNotev4_CAP148_WGR.pdf
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10.3

BSC: CAP148 original will impact the BSC, but the WGAAs would not.
National Grid note: Cost reflective charging arrangements may have a
consequential impact on the BSC. This would be further investigated
alongside the future development of the charging methodologies
should an alternative be approved.

10.4

SQSS: CAP 148 is likely to impact on the SQSS: A review will be
required to establish the impact of DTEC on the SQSS and on system
planning generally. The process for derogation application would need
to be reviewed. The review will need to be progressed with the TOs.
National Grid and the TOs would need to agree an interim process with
the Authority for dealing with derogations for DTEC generation prior to
any connection agreements being revised or signed.
Impact on other Industry Documents
(Summary provided at end of section)

10.5

10.6

10.7

The likely changes to other documents are described below. The WG
discussed these changes and produced the summary table, also
provided below.. Implementation of a WGAA significantly reduces the
overall impact by removing the Interruption Payment mechanism.
National Grid have indicated that as some of the changes are at least
as significant as the CUSC amendment itself that it would only take
forward detailed assessment of other codes following indication from
Ofgem that a particular amendment was likely to be implemented.
Charging Statements
CAP 148 original or WGAAs will require changes to the charging
methodologies. National Grid has indicated that on implementation it
would review the charging methodologies. Under the current licence
objectives it would expect to, as far as reasonably practical and with
regard to the impact on competition, explicitly reflect the costs of
providing early connection to the generator(s) using this service. This
would require the development a methodology and a costing tool to
identify constraints caused by users of DTEC. In assessing the cost of
developing a new tool and system for charging National Grid would
have regard for the overall benefit.
Impact on Licences
CAP 148 original or WGAAs will probably require changes to National
Grid’s Licence and to the Transmission Licensees’ Licences. To
facilitate charges on the basis of TNUoS as per the original proposal it
is expected changes would be required to the licence provisions for
charging. This would not be required for any of the WGAAs given the
indication from National Grid that there would be a specific cost
reflective charge if it was economic to do so. The impact on C17,
transmission system security standard and quality of service, is noted
above in 10.4. Additionally, CAP 148 or WGAAs are likely to require
review to establish a regulatory framework for the ‘due discrimination’
arising from CAP 148 original or WGAAs.
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10.8

10.9

Balancing Principles Statement & Procurement Guidelines
CAP 148 original will require changes to these documents to allow for
the administered Interruption Payments and changes to the hierarchy
of constraint management for TEC and DTEC generators.
DCUSC & Distribution Code
Changes may be required to both the DCUSC and Distribution Code
for CAP 148 original or WGAAs so as to recognise difference between
TEC and DTEC generators when embedded.

Summary table produced by the WG:
Balancing Principles Necessary for CAP 148 original but not WGAAs
Statement, BPS
Changes to indicate the ‘must run’ nature of DTEC
generators identified in CAP148
Clarification of the circumstances and when National
Grid
would use market based services or the
administered services
This might better placed in a separate licence
document.
Procurement
Necessary for CAP 148 original but not WGAAs
Guidelines, PGs
National Grid to consider if the use of market based
tools for the provision of services from renewables was
appropriate
Additional services may be required that deal with
providing services explicitly in the context of DTEC
constraint.
Some changes required to the Balancing Services
Adjustment Data, following on from PGS
Grid Code, GC
Necessary for CAP 148 original but not WGAAs
Number of new obligations on the National Grid or the
DTEC generator and exemptions from existing
obligations
Focusing on Balancing Codes
Mixed holding will require changes for clarity
Form of and procedure for accepting administered bids
to underpin CUSC mechanism
Possible changes to frequency control services
Balancing Code 3
Any changes to despatch systems
EDL Interface specification
Data Validation
Consistency
Defaulting Rules
BSC
Necessary for CAP 148 original but not WGAAs
Depends on how DTEC interacts with BSC
Charging
Methodology
Date of Issue 14/12/07
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Balancing Principles Necessary for CAP 148 original but not WGAAs
Statement, BPS
Method for charging late connectees
Possible differential charging between TEC & DTEC
SQSS
Changes probably required with WGAAs (or
original)
Possible change to avoid multiple derogations
STC
Changes probably required with WGAAs (or
original)
Identification of DCW
Planning prioritisation framework for DCW versus wider
works
Transmission
Changes probably required with WGAAs (or
licences
original)
Aligning the incentives for National Grid and the TOs
with the DTEC principle
Comparison of costs against due discrimination
Additional cash flow requirements
DCUSC
Changes probably required with WGAAs (or
original)
Amendments to recognise difference between TEC and
DTEC generators when embedded
Distribution Code
Changes probably required with WGAAs (or
original)
Amendments to recognise difference between TEC and
DTEC generators when embedded
11.0

IMPACT ON INDUSTRY COMPUTER SYSTEMS OR PROCESSES

11.1

CAP148 has an impact upon a number of Industry computer systems.
The Alternative Amendments partially limits the extent of the impact by
removing the need to implement a new system for establishing and
administering Interruption Payments.

11.2

The consequential changes envisaged, particularly in the areas of
charging (under National Grid’s interpretation of the existing licence
conditions), are likely to be at least as significant as the direct impacts
on system to support CUSC changes. The extent of these changes
would be subject to discussion under different governance
arrangements. As a minimum National Grid would expect to implement
a new access settlement mechanism for DTEC and along with a new
methodology and possibly complex systems for determining real time
pricing.

11.3

As indicated in the implementation section above, given the very wide
ranging nature of the changes detailed scoping has yet to be
performed. Scoping and implementation of IS changes would be
undertaken following direction from Ofgem in order to avoid significant
inefficient expense.
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12.0

VIEWS AND REPRESENTATIONS

12.1

This Section contains a summary of the views and representations
made by consultees during the consultation period in respect of the
Proposed Amendment and the Alternative Amendment.
Views of Panel Members

12.2

insert any additional views made by the panel at November 2007 Panel
View of Core Industry Document Owners

12.3

Given the overall discussion on the original proposal discussion was
not taken forward with Elexon on the impact on the detailed BSC.
Working group members familiar with the BSC system and documents
provided the input in this report. More detailed analysis would be taken
forward if Ofgem directs the original or an alternative to be
implemented.

12.4

As the party responsible for the other Core industry documents
National Grid has indicated the consequences for each in this report.
For particular note is the impact on the SQSS and the charging
methodologies.

12.5

National Grid believes implementation of DTEC will require a review of
a number of areas within the SQSS. In particular the connection of
parties prior to wider works being completed and how the resulting
additional costs are dealt with. Prior to this review being completed and
National Grid entering into any bilateral agreements for DTEC a
process for derogation from the current SQSS would need to have
been agreed with Ofgem.

12.6

As indicated previously in this report National Grid does not believe that
the suggested approach of charging in the original amendment
proposal is consistent with the transmission licence objectives for
charging. Therefore National Grid would be required to take forward
industry consultation on appropriate charging armaments. One
particular concern is that CAP148 original and alternatives are
mandatory an that this could negatively interact with a more cost
reflective charging approach. These points are covered in the industry
note that National Grid provided along wit the consultation9.

9

http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/1D5ACF49-FEB3-4759-A0CC8082A88126FD/20357/CAP148Charging_OpenLetter.pdf
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Working Group
12.7

The working group recommended to the amendments panel that the
original amendment should proceed to consultation along with including
the WGAA identified by the WG.

12.8

In the final voting by Working Group Members neither the original nor
any of the WGAAs were voted as better then the current base line
when assessed against the applicable CUSC objectives. Whilst WGAA
4BX was the most supported alternative, it was not voted as better
meeting the applicable CUSC objectives than the current baseline (the
chair did not vote). The voting is summarised below (a description of
the WGAAs is provided in 5.12) :

4CX
4BX
4CY
3BX
4AX
CAP 148 Original

12.9

Compared to Current CUSC
Better
Worse
Abstain
2
10
1
6
7
0
2
10
1
2
10
1
0
10
3
2
11
0

Preferred
alternative
0
6
1
1
0
0

In voting on the alternatives, WG members were aware that CAP 148 is
premised on discrimination in favour of eligible renewable generation
and against non-eligible generation technologies. They were in receipt
of advice from Ofgem (DTI) to the CUSC Panel10 which made the point
that ‘due discrimination’ under the CUSC applicable objectives may be
permissible if objectively justified.

12.10 WG members were also aware of the difference between the basis on
which they made a recommendation: the Applicable Objectives, and
the basis on which Ofgem may make a decision: having regard
additionally to its wider licence obligations. Some WG members who
had voted against the WGAAs on the basis of consideration against the
CUSC Applicable Objectives suggested that options 4AX and 3BX
might be supportable against the wider objectives.

Responses to Consultation
12.11 National Grid received 15 responses following the publication of the
Consultation Report. Two of the responses, that of SSE and HIE, were
received after the close of the consultation period. The following table
10

The Ofgem/DTI letter in response is filed with the CAP147 documents on the National Grid
web site
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Electricity/Codes/systemcode/amendments/currentamendmen
tproposals/
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highlights the support and significant additional comments for each
representation. Copies of the representations are attached as ANNEX
4 - REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED DURING CONSULTATION.
12.12 A number of responses supported combinations of the alternative
criteria that were not put forward, in particular the 4BY ( 3 year lead
time; no relieve for delays on National Grid and eligibility for 100%
REGOs). National Grid confirmed with these parties that they had not
intended to submit a Consultation Alternative Amendment. The
difference over the most supported alternative WGAA 2 (4BX) being a
lead time of 3 years rather than 4 years.
Reference

Company

CAP148CR-01

RWE

CAP148CR-02

Carron Energy
(‘Carron’)

CAP148CR-03

Scottish
Renewables

CAP148CR-04

Immingham
CHP

CAP148CR-05

Renewable
Energy
Systems
Group (‘RES’)

CAP148CR-06

ScottishPower
Energy
Wholesale
(‘Scottish
Power’)

Date of Issue 14/12/07

Summary of Comments
Does not support the original or alternative over
the baseline. In the context of wider issues
option 4AX (WGAA5) may represent an
appropriate balance.
Does not support CAP148 due to the
introduction of discrimination through prioritising
use of the system. The proposal has the
potential to have detrimental, adverse effects
upon competition.
Supports CAP148 as it promotes the more rapid
deployment of renewable electricity. Despite
environmental issues relating to climate change
not being a CUSC Objective, Cap148 helps
align the code better with UK Government
Energy Policy and the EU Renewable Directive.
Does not support charging operational costs
back to DTEC users as it negate many of the
benefits- this must be avoided. Prefers
combination 4BY however recognises it is not
an alternative.
Supports the basic concept, the promotion of
low carbon energy. The original is
discriminatory, Supports option 3BX (WGAA4).
Anticipate constraint costs offset by carbon
savings and wider policy objectives.
Supports 4BY ( recognises it is not an
alternative.) DTEC should be charged as TEC.
Does not support targeting of charges for DTEC
indeed that would introduce discrimination.
Support the development of products to
manage the GB Queue, however CAP148
would discriminate. It potential adverse impact
on existing renewable generation. The
governance structure is not capable of dealing
with complexities that arise from wider policy
objectives.
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Reference

Company

CAP148CR-07

Combined
Heat and
Power
Association
(‘CHPA’)

CAP148CR-08

British Energy

CAP148CR-09

EdF Energy

CAP148CR-10

Centrica

Date of Issue 14/12/07

Summary of Comments
Support the principle, should include all low
carbon technologies otherwise discriminatory.
Alternative 3BX is ‘significantly superior’ to the
baseline and would be objectively justified.
Highlights the provisions of the Cogeneration
Directive that links back to Electricity Directive
(which was the major argument for) i.e. if
implemented due Electricity Directive it should
also cover Cogeneration. Recognise it is outside
National Grid’s gift – regulatory impact
assessment should take account of the wider
benefits.
Does not support the original or alternative over
the baseline. The increased cost to consumers is
not warranted by the perceived benefits and is
thus inefficient. Providing subsidised entry for a
specific technology, and excluding other low
carbon technologies, is discriminatory. Concerned
if there is an increase in number of derogations.
Administered payment is wholly unsatisfactory.
Issue of gaining consents is not unique to
renewables thus favouring one class of generator
is wholly discriminatory and potentially anticompetitive. Do not support CAP148, but support
C&M with cost reflective charges, thus
incentivising the location of renewables where
there is spare capacity exists.
Does not support the original or alternative over
the baseline. Excessive and volatile BSUoS
would be detrimental to consumers. Unduly
penalises existing generators. Destroys
investment climate for new thermal plant.
Introduces disproportionate complexity and
transaction costs. Discriminatory against
proportional plant e.g. waste plant.
Does not support the original or alternative over
the baseline. CAP 148 is deliberately and
explicitly discriminatory, it is undue discrimination
and introduces a cross subsidy. CUSC
governance is not the most appropriate vehicle to
implement government policy. The real issue to be
addressed is the planning system (for all
generation). Supportive of cost reflective charging
for DTEC if approved. If implemented it should
apply to all low carbon technologies.
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Reference

Company

CAP148CR-11

BWEA

CAP148CR-12

Wind Energy
Services
(‘WES’)

CAP148CR-13

E.ON UK

CAP148CR-14

Late
submissionScottish and
Southern
Energy plc
(‘SSE’)

Date of Issue 14/12/07

Summary of Comments
Supports implementation with a 3 year lead time;
no relieve for delays on National Grid and eligibility
for 100% REGOs (4BY in the alternatives matrix).
BWEA also support the intention of the proposer
that DTEC users should only pay TNUoS and
BSUoS. CAP148 is a positive way of providing
timely connections and provides a valuable
contribution to Government targets.
Support the original over the baseline, preferred
alternative 4CY (WGAA3). Taking all factors C&M
is economic in the longer term. Proposed different
treatment involves due discrimination. Do not
agree with National Grid’s initial view on charging,
it is inappropriate and incorrect. DTEC users
should pay TNUoS and BSUoS. Major benefits
are a reduced brown price, more TNUoS income,
reduced carbon emissions –cost saving, stable
background for TO investment. Increased cost
may be overstated and not balanced with benefits.
The rational for preferential treatment is UK Gov
Policy and EU legislation. New generation is
currently discriminated against.
Does not support the original or alternative over
the baseline. Cap 148 is largely unworkable and
economically inefficient, creating a cross subsidy
for renewables. The proposal is fundamentally
inefficient and, ultimately, a wasteful expense
borne by consumers. It would be technically
inefficient to reschedule prioritise and reschedule
construction programmes. It would be futile to
constrain one renewable unit off to provide access
for another. It is economically efficient to provide a
premium product to one class of user (and not at
the premium price). The process for
implementation is at best risky. Implementation
would potentially have a profound implication for
TOs licence obligations. CAP 148 is not the only
solution, focus on speeding up connection without
have detrimental impact on other users and
customers.
Does not support the original or alternative over
the baseline. Raises property rights issues and
alters the regulatory risk profile. Cap 148
undermines security of supply. Questions the
benefit in the context of wider government
objectives and statements.
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Reference

CAP148CR-15

Company

Late
submissionHighlands and
Islands
Enterprise
(‘HIE’)

Summary of Comments
Overall strongly supports cap148. Recognising
the restrictions in the assessment due to the
CUSC Objectives, but note the need to take
account of wider Ofgem objectives in the final
assessment. Supports the fundamental
elements of the proposal – new renewable
generation should receive early access and
DTEC generator should be the last to be
constrained. Ofgem should consider changing
National Grid Licence in respect of charging.

National Grid View
12.13 National Grid believes that over allocation of firm access rights beyond
that which the system is physically capable of (based on the
deterministic and economic criteria in the SQSS) is inconsistent with
our current licence obligations since it is likely to lead to uneconomic
costs (the annual operational costs are expected to far outweigh the
annuitised asset costs) being passed through to end consumers if the
existing BSUoS or TNUoS charging arrangements were adopted.
Alternatively, if DTEC was introduced as proposed in the Original or a
WGAA, along with a cost reflective operational charge, it is unlikely that
CAP148 would deliver the wider objectives described in the original
proposal, indeed it may frustrate the achievement of these wider
objectives over the current arrangements since both the original and
alternative amendments have mandatory application.
12.14 The original amendment suggested that DTEC users should be
charged at TNUoS and additional operational costs (constraints) should
be passed through TNUoS. Given the potential increase in costs for a
relatively small increase in generation National Grid does not believe
there is a justification within the current licence to pass through
additional costs to all customers, be it through TNUoS or BSUoS.
Failing to charge in a cost reflective manner would introduce an
additional industry subsidy for renewables and therefore frustrate
competition and increase the risk of inefficient decisions by users and
transmission licensees. National Grid has indicated that it would seek
to treat DTEC as an additional service and charge for that service
accordingly (subject to it being an efficient option). This would involve
charging DTEC users the additional operational costs incurred. The
further merits of various charging arrangements have been discussed
at the Transmission Charging Methodologies Forum.
12.15 In terms of the original amendment, whilst National Grid appreciates
the various benefits of administering bid prices we note that this
represents a significant departure from some of the principles of NETA
and BETTA. Such a change it has been claimed could have negative
implications for the overall functioning of the market. Defaulting to
administered prices is a relatively coarse mechanism for managing
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potential exercise of locational market power. Furthermore, dealing with
mixed holding generation (TEC and DTEC) is technically impracticable
under the original amendment and could be overly restrictive and have
negative implications for the development of some co-fired
technologies.
12.16 All of the WGAAs remove the administered pricing mechanism. Given
the likely pressure on operational costs, implementation of any of these
WGAAs would present a number of challenges for regulatory oversight
of the market. Note that TEC plant in some areas would be constrained
off for a considerable length of time, and whilst reinforcement works
were being carried out significantly more plant, including DTEC plant,
would need to be constrained off.
12.17 The principle of the original and all of the WGAAs is that they are
mandatory. National Grid understands that in combination with a cost
reflective pricing principles that this may have a negative implication for
the development of new renewables.
12.18 National Grid does not believe that within the working group the case
for discrimination in the context of the CUSC, excluding wider
objectives, was objectively justified. The argument for discrimination
appeared to rest on a narrow interpretation of particular government
policy that is not currently reflected within the transmission licence.
Whilst there is no doubt over the government’s wider objectives the
original amendment proposal seeks early connection that would result
in a significant increase in system operating costs. We note that the
Energy White paper seeks quicker connection, but in a ‘cost-effective’
manner, supporting product and market based approaches to ensure
that the all relative costs and benefits are taken account of.
12.19 National Grid would like to thank all the members of the working group
and particular the Chair for the support provided in progressing the
assessment of CAP148. In addition, National Grid would like to thank
the all parties who responded to the consultation for clearly committing
significant resources to provide a response, especially noting the wide
range and fundamental nature of issues raised by CAP148. The work
carried out by the working group and issues raise in the response have
helped and are continuing to benefit the continuing debate on future
arrangements through TAR.
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13.0

COMMENTS ON DRAFT AMENDMENT REPORT

13.1

National Grid received the following comments on the draft amendment
report released 13 November 2007.

Reference
CAP148-CR-01
CAP148-CR-02

Company
EDF Energy
Scottish and
Southern Energy
plc (SSE)

Comments
Minor change requested summary of
EDF Energy’s consultation response
Drawing attention to paragraph 4.81
of the report and requesting National
Grid address this in the final report.

The responses are attached in Annex 10 to this report.
National Grid view
13.2

National Grid has made the minor correction requested by EDF
Energy.

13.3

SSE correctly points out that the draft Amendment report circulated for
comment did not explicitly deal with National Grid’s view in response to
4.81. National Grid’s view was implied through comments on constraint
costs, which are taken to maintain the security of the transmission
system. In direct response to 4.81 and to add clarity:
National Grid expects that the system can be managed to remain
secure through taking actions in real time. However as discussed in the
report, this is likely to result in significant and possibly inefficient costs
(unless those costs are reflected back on to the parties receiving
access early). Outside the Governance of the CUSC, there may be
longer term implications should prioritisation of the connection of
renewables delay the normal connection of conventional generation
(e.g. through diverting TO resources or preventing outages for access).
This point was also made by a number of respondents to the
consultation, both those in favour of CAP 148 and those against. We
believe these concerns can be addressed in the subsequent discussion
on changes to transmission licence and SQSS that have been
highlighted in the report. Where the costs are reflected back to parties
who gain access earlier, we see no reason to limit the early access
product to renewables. This highlights the fundamental element of the
CAP148 original - that it was intended to provide subsidised early entry
for renewables.

13.4

Between the draft amendment report sent out for comment and the
report being submitted to the Panel National Grid also made a number
minor typographical, formatting and factual corrections.

14.0

AMENDMENT PANEL RECOMMENDATION
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14.1

The panel under took a vote on the original and each Alternative
compared to the CUSC baseline, then a vote as to which they
considered best overall. The results of the Panel Recommendation
Vote are detailed below:
Original
– No - unanimous
WGAA 1 (4CX) – No - unanimous
WGAA 2 (4BX) – No- unanimous
WGAA 3 (4CY) – No- unanimous
WGAA 4 (3BX) – No- unanimous
WGAA 5 (4AX) – No- unanimous
BEST overall – N/A

15.0

NATIONAL GRID RECOMMENDATION

15.1

National Grid does not support the implementation of the original or any
of the alternatives, believing that they would not better facilitate
achievement of the applicable CUSC Objectives (a) & (b). A more
detailed explanation is provided in National Grid view above (12.13 to
12.19).
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ANNEX 2 - DRAFTING FOR WGAA 2 (4BX)
Annex 2.1 Glossary and definitions of CUSC (4BX)
Add the following new Definitions to CUSC Section 11
Balancing Services Use of System DTEC the element of Balancing Services Use of
Charges
System Charges payable in respect of
Balancing Services Activity relating to
DTEC;
Balancing Services Use of System xxx the element of Balancing Services Use of
Charges
System Charges payable in respect of
Balancing Services Activity other than
relating to DTEC;
DTEC

use of the GB Transmission System prior
to all the Construction Works required
being completed such use being by
reference to the figure specified as such as
set out in Appendix C of the relevant
Bilateral Connection Agreement or
Bilateral
Embedded
Generation
Agreement;

DTEC Period

the period as defined in a Bilateral
Connection Agreement or Bilateral
Embedded Generation Agreement in
respect of a REGO Power Station during
which DTEC applies;

REGO

a Renewable Energy Guarantee of Origin
certificate issued by the Authority
pursuant to The Electricity (Guarantees of
Origin of Electricity Produced From
Renewable Energy Sources) Regulations
2003;

REGO Power Station

a Power Station 100% of
generation qualifies for a REGO;

REGO User

a User with a Bilateral Connection
Agreement or Bilateral Embedded
Generation Agreement in respect of a
REGO Power Station;

whose

Transmission Network Use of System the element of Use of System Charges
DTEC Charges
payable in respect of Transmission
Network Services relating to DTEC;

End of Annex2.1
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Annex 2.2 - Changes to applications forms (4BX)
CUSC Exhibit B (Connection Application) (4BX)
Add following to Notes as paragraph 16 and renumber subsequent Paragraphs
accordingly.
“16

Different considerations apply in terms of The Company identifying the
Construction Works and Construction Programme for Applicants with
REGO Power Stations.”

Add following to Section A (details of applicant) as new paragraphs 8 and 9
“8.

whether the directly connected Power Station which is the subject of this
application is a REGO Power Station.

Add on last page of application form the following as Paragraph 8
“8

Where the Offer is to provide for DTEC, we confirm that the Power Station
is or will be a REGO Power Station.”

Changes to CUSC Exhibit C (Connection Offer) (4BX)
Insert the following as Paragraph 2 and renumber subsequent Paragraphs
accordingly.
“2.

Where the Offer provides for DTEC, it is a condition of this Offer that the
directly connected Power Station which is the subject of this Offer is a
REGO Power Station.”

CUSC Exhibit D (Use of System Application)(4BX)
Add following to Notes as paragraph 16 and renumber subsequent Paragraphs
accordingly.
“16

Different considerations apply in terms of The Company identifying the
Construction Works and Construction Programme for Applicants with
REGO Power Stations.”

Add following to Section A (details of applicant) as new paragraphs 7 and 8
“7.

whether the directly connected Power Station which is the subject of this
application is a REGO Power Station.”

Add on last page of application form the following as Paragraph 8
“8

Where the Offer is to provide for DTEC, we confirm that the Power Station
is or will be a REGO Power Station.”

CUSC Exhibit E (Use of System Offer) (4BX)
Insert the following as Paragraph 2(iii).
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“(iii)

Where the Offer provides for DTEC, that the directly connected Power
Station which is the subject of this Offer is a REGO Power Station.“
End of annex 2.2
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Annex 2.3 - Changes to the CUSC (4BX)
Section 2
Amend 2.3.1 as follows:
2.3.1

Subject to the other provisions of the CUSC, the relevant Bilateral
Connection Agreement and the Grid Code, The Company shall, as
between The Company and that User, accept into the GB Transmission
System at each Connection Site of a User acting in the category of Power
Station directly connected to the GB Transmission System, power
generated by such User up to a) during the DTEC Period, DTEC and b) other
than during the DTEC Period the Transmission Entry Capacity and (if any)
STTEC and\or LDTEC and\or any Temporary Received TEC less any
Temporary Donated TEC for the relevant Period in each case as set out in
Appendix C of the relevant Bilateral Connection Agreement except to the
extent (if any) that The Company is prevented from doing so by transmission
constraints which could not be avoided by the exercise of Good Industry
Practice by The Company.

Amend 2.3.2 as follows:
2.3.2

Subject to the other provisions of the CUSC, the relevant Bilateral
Connection Agreement and the Grid Code a User acting in the capacity of
a Power Station directly connected to the GB Transmission System shall
not export on to the GB Transmission System power generated by such
User in excess of a) during the DTEC Period, DTEC and b) other than during
the DTEC Period the Transmission Entry Capacity and (if any) STTEC
and\or LDTEC and\or any Temporary Received TEC less any Temporary
Donated TEC for the relevant Period in each case as set out in Appendix C
of the relevant Bilateral Connection Agreement save as expressly permitted
or instructed pursuant to an Emergency Instruction under the Grid Code or
save as expressly permitted or instructed pursuant to the Fuel Security Code
or as may be necessary or expedient in accordance with Good Industry
Practice.

Section 3
Amend Paragraph 3.2.3 as follows:
3.2.3

Transmission Entry Capacity
(a)

Other than as provided in Paragraph 3.2.3(b), each User, as between
The Company and that User, shall not operate its User's Equipment
such that its export of power onto the GB Transmission System
exceeds a) in the case of a REGO Power Station during the DTEC
Period, DTEC and b) otherwise the Transmission Entry Capacity and
(if any) STTEC and\or LDTEC and\or any Temporary Received TEC
less any Temporary Donated TEC for the relevant Period in each case
as set out in Appendix C to the relevant Bilateral Embedded
Generation Agreement save as expressly permitted and instructed
pursuant to an Emergency Instruction under the Grid Code or save as
expressly permitted and instructed pursuant to the Fuel Security Code
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or as may be necessary or expedient in accordance with Good
Industry Practice.
(b)

Each User in respect of an Embedded Small Power Station and a
Distribution Interconnector and as a Trading Party responsible for
Embedded Small Power Stations, as between The Company and that
User, shall not operate its User’s Equipment or equipment for which
the User is responsible (as defined in Section K of the Balancing and
Settlement Code) such that its export of power onto the GB
Transmission System exceeds a) in the case of an Embedded Small
Power Station which is a REGO Power Station or a Trading Party
responsible for Embedded Small Power Stations which are REGO
Power Stations during the DTEC Period, DTEC and b) otherwise the
Transmission Entry Capacity and (if any) STTEC and\or LDTEC
and\or any Temporary Received TEC less any Temporary Donated
TEC for the relevant Period in each case as set out in Appendix C to
the relevant Bilateral Embedded Generation Agreement save as
expressly permitted and instructed pursuant to the Fuel Security Code
or as may be necessary or expedient in accordance with Good
Industry Practice.

Amend Paragraph 3.2.3 as follows:
3.2.4

Subject to the other provisions of the CUSC and the Grid Code and
any relevant Bilateral Agreement, The Company shall, as
between The Company and that User, accept into the GB
Transmission System power generated by each User up to a) in
the case of a REGO Power Station during the DTEC Period,
DTEC and b) otherwise the Transmission Entry Capacity and (if
any) STTEC and\or any Temporary Received TEC less any
Temporary Donated TEC for the relevant Period in each case as
set out in Appendix C of the relevant Bilateral Connection
Agreement except to the extent (if any) that The Company is
prevented from doing so by transmission constraints which could
not be avoided by the exercise of Good Industry Practice by The
Company.

Amend Paragraph 3.9 2 as follows:
3.9.2

Each User shall, as between The Company and that User, in
accordance with this Part II and Paragraph 6.6, be liable to pay to The
Company (or The Company shall be so liable to pay to the User) the
Transmission Network Use of System DTEC Charges or the
Transmission Network Use of System Charges (as appropriate)
and (if appropriate) the STTEC and LDTEC Charge in respect of its
use of the GB Transmission System applied and calculated in
accordance with the Statement of Use of System Charges and
Statement of the Use of System Charging Methodology and
Standard Condition C13 of the Transmission Licence.

Amend Paragraph 3.9.3 as follows:
3.9.3

Except in respect of Distribution Interconnector Owners each User
shall, as between The Company and that User, in accordance with
this Part II and Paragraph 6.6, be liable to pay to The Company in
respect of each Settlement Day the Balancing Services Use of
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System TEC Charges (and as appropriate) the Balancing Use of
System DTEC Charges calculated in accordance with the Statement
of the Use of System Charging Methodology.
[or as an alternative to the amends to 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 could add new para 3.9.6
specifically dealing with REGO User’s during the DTEC period paying TNUOS DTEC
Charges instead of TNUOS Charges and BSUOS and BSUOS DTEC Charges as
follows
Add the following as Paragraph 3.9.6
3.9.6

Each REGO User shall, as between The Company and that REGO
User, in accordance with this Part II and Paragraph 6.6, be liable
during the DTEC Period to
(a) pay to The Company (or The Company shall be so liable to pay
to the User) the Transmission Network Use of System DTEC
Charges (and not Transmission Network Use of System Charges)
in respect of its use of the GB Transmission System applied
and calculated in accordance with the Statement of Use of
System Charges and Statement of the Use of System Charging
Methodology, and
(b) in respect of each Settlement Day the Balancing Services Use of
System xxx Charges and Balancing Services Use of System
DTEC Charges calculated in accordance with the Statement of
the Use of System Charging Methodology.

]

Section 4
In Paragraph 4.1.3.7A add the words “DTEC or” after the word “the” on line 1

Section 6
For Paragraph 6.6 have assumed that the payment of Transmission Network Use
of System DTEC Charges and Balancing Use of System DTEC Charges will be a
recurrent monthly payment due and so no changes required.
End of Annex 2.3
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Annex 2.4 - Changes to the CUSC Schedule 2 Exhibit 1(B) (Bilateral Connection
Agreement – REGO Power Station)
Add the following as new Exhibit 1(B) and renumber existing Exhibit as 1(A) and
amend CUSC contents page accordingly
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Annex 2.5 - CUSC Schedule 2 Exhibit 3 (Construction Agreement-REGO Power
Station)
Add the following as new Exhibit 3 (B) and renumber existing Exhibit 3 as 3 (A) and
amend CUSC contents page accordingly
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Annex 2.6 - CUSC Schedule 2 Exhibit 2 (Bilateral Embedded Generation
Agreement - REGO Power Station)
Add the following as new Exhibit 2(B) and renumber existing Exhibit as 2(A) and
amend CUSC contents page accordingly
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ANNEX 3 – AMENDMENT PROPOSAL FORM

CUSC Amendment Proposal Form

CAP:148

Title of Amendment Proposal: Deemed Access Rights to the GB Transmission System for
Renewable Generators
Description of the Proposed Amendment (mandatory by proposer):

This Amendment Proposal will prioritise the use of the GB Transmission System by
renewable generators, in accordance with the Renewables Directive 2001/77, Article 7.
Renewable generators will be given firm access to the GB Transmission System up to
their CEC limit by a fixed date and be compensated to the extent they are constrained
from exercising such right by the payment of a new category of Interruption Payment.
This will be irrespective of whether or not any associated deep reinforcement works
have been constructed and/or commissioned by such date. The Amendment Proposal
achieves this by the introduction of Deemed Transmission Entry Capacity (“DTEC”), as
described below.
DTEC will only apply to such portion of a User’s output that is generated from renewable
sources, as defined by the Electricity (Guarantees of Origin of Electricity Produced from
Renewable Sources) Regulations 2003.
The key elements of the Amendment Proposal are as follows:
(a)

under its Connection Agreement(s), a renewable generator will be deemed to have DTEC
on the earlier of (1) the date by which NGET can deliver Transmission Entry Capacity
(“TEC”); or (2) three years after the later of: (i) the date on which the generator obtains its
project planning consents; or (ii) the date on which it accepts a Connection Offer from
NGET, subject in both cases (1) and (2) to a local connection having been consented and
commissioned: such date being the “DTEC Completion Date”;

(b)

for renewable generators, the concept of TEC will be abolished and replaced by DTEC,
which will apply on a permanent basis. NGET will not be obliged to carry out deep
reinforcement works in order to guarantee firm access if it considers it to be more
economic to make constrained payments but this will not override the provisions of (a)(1)
above;

(c)

in the event that NGET has to constrain generators as a consequence of the GB
Transmission System being unable to meet the usage requirements of generators with
TEC (including STTEC and LDTEC) and DTEC then it shall be contractually obliged to pay
compensation for associated losses;

(d)

the additional category of Interruption Payment will be funded through NGET's regulated
income from Transmission Network Use of System Demand Charges (“TNUoS Charges”);
and

(e)

NGET shall be obliged to constrain conventional generators off the GB Transmission
System, where technically possible, rather than constrain off renewable generators.
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Description of Issue or Defect that Proposed Amendment seeks to Address (mandatory by
proposer):
1

Current industry regulations treat all new generation as incremental rather than
replacement generation, requiring applicants for connections to wait for system
upgrades to accommodate this additional power.
This is not in line with
Government intentions which envisage renewable generation as primarily
replacement generation.

2

Many forms of renewable energy are intermittent and infrequently require use of
their maximum permitted TEC. This amendment, by enabling NGET to have a higher
level of control of use of the GB Transmission System, permits a more economically
efficient judgement to be made about the need for system upgrades than is possible
under the current regulations.

3

This amendment will permit renewable energy to come to market faster than is
possible under the current regulations, supporting the achievement of Government
targets for reduction in carbon emissions and OFGEM’s secondary objectives under
11
the Electricity Act 1989 Section 3A(5)(c) of (amongst other things) securing a
diverse and viable long-term energy supply, and in doing so having regard to the
effect on the environment of activities connected with the generation, transmission,
distribution or supply of electricity.

4

This amendment will remove the timing problems of matching the obtaining and
implementation of planning consents for renewable generation projects with the
availability of connection dates. This problem has recently been exacerbated by the
reduction in validity of planning consents in Scotland from 5 years to 3 years in the
Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006.

5

This amendment better promotes Government objectives for the growth in
renewable generation by utilising the provisions of Article 7 of the EU Directive
2001/77/EC of 21 September 2001 which allow for Member States to provide priority
access to the grid system of electricity produced from renewable energy sources.

Impact on the CUSC
Please refer to Annex I at page 6.

Impact on Core Industry Documentation (this should be given where possible):
Amendments required to the System Operator - Transmission Owner Code (the
“STC”)
The STC will have to be amended to reflect the Shallow Connection Works regime as set
out below.
(a)

Section D Part Two which sets out the provisions for the development of
Construction Offers and the carrying out of Construction Projects (including
the information to be exchanged between a Transmission Owner and NGET as
set out in the STC), will have to be amended to include the Shallow
Connection Works regime.

(b)

Schedule 5 will have to be amended to include a requirement that NGET in its
Connection application provides the Transmission Owner with any details of
the DTEC of the new Connection Site.

Other Core Industry Documents

11

As substituted by the Utilities Act 2000 Section 13.
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Please refer to Annex II at page 8 for a list of other industry / regulatory
documents that will need to be changed in order to implement the Amendment
Proposal.
Impact on Computer Systems and Processes used by CUSC Parties (this should be
given where possible):
Details of any Related Modifications to Other Industry Codes (where known):
Justification for Proposed Amendment with Reference to Applicable CUSC Objectives**
(mandatory by proposer):
1

The Proposer believes that the proposed amendment better facilitates Applicable
CUSC Objective (a) (the efficient discharge by the licensee of the obligations
imposed upon it under the Act and by [Transmission Licence]) as follows:

2

(a)

by introducing into the CUSC a regime whereby a Generator that generates
electricity from a renewable source is granted access rights to the GB
Transmission System within a guaranteed period, the Amendment Proposal
would remove the inefficiencies created by the current queuing system for
Connection to the GB Transmission System which presently can permit
projects without planning consent to potentially have earlier connection dates
to transmission than consented projects with later queue positions;

(b)

by granting the GBSO the option to pay compensation to generators rather
than invest to build new transmission assets which may not be economically
justified, taking all issues into account, the Amendment Proposal permits a
more economic investment analysis to be undertaken; and

(c)

by allowing the GBSO the flexibility to more efficiently utilise transmission
assets that are contractually assigned to low load fossil fuel peaking plant
type generators through the present grant of TEC.

The Proposer believes that the proposed amendment better facilitates Applicable
CUSC Objective (b) (facilitating effective competition in the generation and supply of
electricity, and (so far as consistent therewith) facilitating such competition in the
sale, distribution and purchase of electricity) as follows:
(a)

by providing greater certainty for renewable generators than under the current
system set out in the CUSC, as new parties seeking Connection to the GB
Transmission System would be granted a firm date by which access rights
can be provided (whilst at the same time, recognising the issues faced by the
NGET, for example obtaining the appropriate Consents for local connections
to existing infrastructure). Furthermore, OFGEM has stated (in the context of
access to the GB Transmission System in respect of all generation) that:
“other things being equal, greater certainty for new parties seeking
connection to the network over (a) the date by which access rights can be
provided (recognising practical constraints, such as the need for consents,
faced by the transmission companies) and, (b) the level of financial
commitment required to be provided, might be expected to promote
12
competition.” ;

(b)

the amendment allows supply companies to have access to greater volumes
of renewable generation earlier than would otherwise be the case, permitting
them to better meet their obligations for percentage supply from renewables;

(c)

the amendment removes a potentially discriminatory element of the CUSC
whereby intermittent generators are presently treated in the same manner as

12

OFGEM letter dated 9 May 2006: Access Reform in Electricity Transmission - Working
Group Report and Next Steps.
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conventional generators in grants of TEC.

Details of Proposer: Mike Davies
Organisation’s Name: Wind Energy (Forse) Limited
Capacity in which the Amendment is
being proposed:

(i.e. CUSC Party, BSC Party or
“energywatch”)

CUSC Party

Details of Proposer’s
Representative:
Name:
Organisation:
Telephone Number:
Email Address:
Details of Representative’s
Alternate:
Name:
Organisation:
Telephone Number:
Email Address:
Attachments: YES
If Yes, Title and No. of pages of each Attachment: Annex I - Impact on the CUSC pages
6 to 7;and Annex II - Impact on other industry / regulatory documents pages 8 to 9.
Notes:
Those wishing to propose an Amendment to the CUSC should do so by filling in this “Amendment
Proposal Form” that is based on the provisions contained in Section 8.15 of the CUSC. The
form seeks to ascertain details about the Amendment Proposal so that the Amendments Panel
can determine more clearly whether the proposal should be considered by a Working Group or
go straight to wider National Grid Consultation.
The Panel Secretary will check that the form has been completed, in accordance with the
requirements of the CUSC, prior to submitting it to the Panel. If the Panel Secretary accepts
the Amendment Proposal form as complete, then he will write back to the Proposer informing
him of the reference number for the Amendment Proposal and the date on which the Proposal
will be considered by the Panel. If, in the opinion of the Panel Secretary, the form fails to
provide the information required in the CUSC, then he may reject the Proposal. The Panel
Secretary will inform the Proposer of the rejection and report the matter to the Panel at their
next meeting. The Panel can reverse the Panel Secretary’s decision and if this happens the
Panel Secretary will inform the Proposer.
The completed form should be returned to:

Beverley Viney
Panel Secretary
Commercial Frameworks
National Grid
National Grid House
Warwick Technology Park
Date of Issue 14/12/07
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Gallows Hill
Warwick
CV34 6DA
Or via e-mail to: Beverley.Viney@uk.ngrid.com
(Participants submitting this form by email will need to send a statement to the effect
that the proposer acknowledges that on acceptance of the proposal for consideration
by the Amendments Panel, a proposer which is not a CUSC Party shall grant a
licence in accordance with Paragraph 8.15.7 of the CUSC. A Proposer that is a
CUSC Party shall be deemed to have granted this Licence).
Applicable CUSC Objectives** - These are defined within the National Grid Company
Transmission Licence under Section C7F, paragraph 15. Reference should be made
to this section when considering a proposed amendment.
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ANNEX I (to original CUSC proposal)
CUSC AMENDMENT PROPOSAL - Deemed Access Rights to the GB
Transmission System for Renewable Generators
Impact on the CUSC
This Annex I sets out the impact of the Amendment Proposal on the CUSC and
identifies the following:
1.1

the changes that will need to be made to the CUSC (including the underlying
rationale);

1.2

the sections of the CUSC that will need to be changed in order to implement
the Amendment Proposal; and

1.3

(where it has been possible to provide at this stage) the suggested legal text
drafting changes required in order to implement the Amendment Proposal.

DTEC regime
Section 2 of CUSC
Section 2 of CUSC should be amended by including a new section setting out the
framework for the DTEC introduced by the implementation of the Amendment
Proposal. This section will provide as follows:
2.1

a User that has applied for connection to the GB Transmission System shall
be granted DTEC in accordance with the terms of its Construction and
Connection Agreements;

2.2

following the Commissioning of its Shallow Connection the User will be
entitled to have physical access to the GB Transmission System in
accordance with the terms of its Connection Agreement;

2.3

the DTEC shall cover that proportion of a User’s output that is, or is expected
to be, generated from renewable sources. In determining whether the
electricity generated is from a renewable source, the definition for “renewable
energy sources” as set out in the Electricity (Guarantees of Origin of Electricity
Produced from Renewable Sources) Regulations 2003, shall apply.
3

Interruption Payments

Section 5.10 of CUSC will need to be amended to specify that Interruption Payments
apply (in place of any compensation under the Balancing and Settlement Code)
where the Relevant Interruption is as a result of a constraint in the system as
opposed to short-term balancing actions.
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4

New definitions
Section 11 of CUSC
Section 11 of CUSC would have to be amended by the addition of definitions
covering the matters set out below. Where it has been possible to do so, the
suggested draft new definitions have been provided. (This list is not exhaustive and
it may be necessary to add more definitions when the Amendment Proposal is
assessed).
4.1

“DTEC” means the Deemed Transmission Entry Capacity set out in Appendix
[ ]. Existing renewable generators with TEC should keep it rather than switch
to DTEC.

4.2

"DTEC Completion Date" means the date three years after the User accepts
the Connection Offer or obtains its Planning Consents, whichever is the later.

4.3

“Deemed BSUoS Charges” means a reasonable estimate of Total BSUoS
Charges that would have been incurred in respect of the BM Unit of a
renewable generator had the BM Unit Metered Volume been equal to the
DTEC.

4.4

“Deemed TNUoS Charges” means a reasonable estimate of The Company’s
costs in providing Transmission Network Services to the renewable generator
had it been exporting the DTEC on to the GB Transmission System.

4.5

The definition of “Interruption” will need to be amended to apply in
circumstances where The Company constrains off a generator and not solely
as a result of Deenergisation.

4.6

The definition of a “Interruption Payment” will need to be amended to include
payments:

to a renewable generator, where the renewable generator is
unable to use its DTEC; and
to a conventional generator where it has been constrained off the
system in favour of a renewable generator.
The methodology for payment would be based upon lost revenues (including, for
renewable generators, the value of ROCs, recycle payments and LECs) less avoided
costs.
4.7

“Renewable Generator” means [•].

Note: For the purposes of this Amendment Proposal a new definition is required for Planning
Consents, which would be narrower than the current definition of Consents. The renewable
generator would have a right to the grant of DTEC no later than 3 years from the date of the
grant of planning permission. Note that the grant of planning permission will always be
subject to the completion of the “s10613” Agreement.

13

Section 106 Town and Country Planning Act 1991. In Scotland the equivalent provision is
Section 75 Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997.
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Schedule 2 Exhibit 1 (the Connection Agreement)
The standard form Connection Agreement will have to be amended reflect the
principles of this Amendment Proposal.

6

Schedule 2 Exhibit 3 (the Construction Agreement)
The standard form Construction Agreement will have to be amended to reflect the
principles of the Amendment Proposal.
DTEC should, ideally, be tradeable per CAP 68, e.g. if one project has DTEC and
another is still in its three year period of waiting for a connection.
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Annex II (to original CUSC proposal)
CUSC Amendment Proposal - Deemed Access Rights to the Transmission
System for Renewable Generators
1

Impact on other industry / regulatory documents
The following documents are not Core Industry Documents and their amendment is
outside the scope of this Amendment Proposal. However, if the Amendment
Proposal is implemented these documents will need to be amended. Accordingly,
this Annex II sets out the suggested amendments.

2

Amendments required to NGET’s transmission connection charging / use of
system charging methodologies
2.1

The Statement of the Use of System Charging Methodology
2.1.1 Generators are required to pay NGET, among other things, TNUoS
Charges. TNUoS Charges are comprised of the following:

(a)

the costs NGET incurs through the Generator’s use of the GB
Transmission System (other than sole use assets); and

(b)

an element that reflects the residual costs that NGET incurs in
respect of all Generators’ use of the GB Transmission System.

2.1.2 This does not allow for a Generator exercising DTEC to be charged for
the use it would have made of the GB Transmission System. The
Statement for the Use of System Charging Methodology will therefore,
have to be amended to allow NGET to charge renewable generators that
are exercising DTEC (or part of such rights) Deemed TNUoS Charges and
Deemed BSUoS Charges.
2.2

The Statement of the Use of System Charges

There may be changes to the numbers set out in this as a consequence of
any changes to the Statement of the Use of System Charging Methodology.
3

Amendments to Transmission Licences
3.1

Special Condition AA5 of NGET’s Transmission Licence
3.1.1 Special Condition AA5 of the Transmission Licence sets out among other
things the formula for calculating the maximum amount of transmission
revenue that NGET is allowed to recover in any year from transmission
charges, and needs to be amended to include the following:

(a) a separate formula that would calculate the maximum allowable
revenue that NGET can recover from transmission charges with an
adjustment for the new category of Interruption Payments that are
made to renewable generators; and
(b) the information to be provided by NGET to the Authority, for
example the total number of renewable generators who have
Date of Issue 14/12/07
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exercised their entitlement to DTEC and the total sum of
Interruption Payments made in a year to those renewable
generators.
(c) a separate formula that would calculate the maximum allowable
revenue that NGET can recover from transmission charges with an
adjustment for the new category of Interruption Payments that are
made to conventional generators together with provisions covering
information provision to the Authority in relation to the Interruption
Payments.
3.2

Condition C17 of the Transmission Licence and Condition D3 of the Scottish
Transmission Licensees’ Licences

3.2.1 The Grid Code Planning Code (PC) 6.1 requires that NGET is to apply
the Licence Standards: “relevant to planning and development in the
planning and development of the Transmission System.” The Licence
Standards are defined in the Grid Code as Conditions C17 of the
Transmission Licence and D3 of the Relevant Licensee’s Transmission
Licence.
3.2.2 Condition C17 of NGET’s licence and Condition D3 of the Scottish
Transmission Licensees’ Licences respectively, require that the
(relevant) licensee is to plan develop and operate the licensee’s
transmission system (and, in the case of NGET) to co-ordinate and
direct the flow of electricity on to the GB Transmission System) in
accordance with the following:
(a)

the GB Security and Quality of Supply Standard version 1 (the
“GB SQSS”);

(b)

the STC; and

(c)

any other standard of planning approved by the Authority.

In order to implement the Proposal, NGET, SP and SSE would have to obtain
derogations from complying with GB SQSS. NGET would need to apply to the
Authority for a derogation from its Transmission Licence requirement to comply with
the Grid Code (P.C.6.1).
End of ANNEX3
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ANNEX 4 - REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED DURING CONSULTATION
This Annex includes copies of any representations received following circulation of
the Consultation Document (circulated on 28 September 2007, requesting comments
by close of business on 26 October 2007).
Representations were received from the following parties:

No.

Company

File Number

1

RWE

CAP148-CR-01

2

Carron Energy (‘Carron’)

CAP148-CR-02

3

Scottish Renewables

CAP148-CR-03

4

Immingham CHP

CAP148-CR-04

5

Renewable Energy Systems Group (‘RES’)

CAP148-CR-05

6

ScottishPower Energy Wholesale (‘Scottish Power’)

CAP148-CR-06

7

Combined Heat and Power Association (‘CHPA’)

CAP148-CR-07

8

British Energy

CAP148-CR-08

9

EdF Energy

CAP148-CR-09

10

Centrica

CAP148-CR-10

11

BWEA

CAP148-CR-11

12

Wind Energy Services (‘WES’)

CAP148-CR-12

13

E.ON UK

CAP148-CR-13

14
15

Late submissionScottish and Southern Energy plc (‘SSE’)
Late submissionHighlands and Islands Enterprise (‘HIE’)
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Reference
Company

CAP148-CR-01
RWE
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Company

CAP148-CR-02
Carron Energy
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Reference
Company

CAP148-CR-03
Scottish Renewables
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Reference
Company

CAP148-CR-04
Immingham CHP
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Reference
Company

CAP148-CR-05
Renewable Energy Systems Group (‘RES’)
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Reference
Company

CAP148-CR-06
ScottishPower Energy Wholesale (‘Scottish Power’)
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Reference
Company

CAP148-CR-07
Combined Heat and Power Association (‘CHPA’)
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Reference
Company

CAP148-CR-08
British Energy
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Company

CAP148-CR-09
EdF Energy
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Company

CAP148-CR-10
Centrica
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Company

CAP148-CR-11
BWEA
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Company

CAP148-CR-12
Wind Energy Services (‘WES’)
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Company

CAP148-CR-13
E.ON UK
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Company

CAP148-CR-14
Scottish and Southern Energy plc (‘SSE’)
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Company

CAP148-CR-04
Highlands and Islands Enterprise (‘HIE’)
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End of ANNEX 4
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ANNEX 5 - Electricity (Guarantees of Origin of Electricity Produced from Renewable
Sources) Regulations 2003
The detailed regulations that set out eligibility for Renewable Energy Guarantees of
Origin REGOs can be found via the Ofgem web site. The page on REGOs:
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/SUSTAINABILITY/ENVIRONMNT/REGOS/Pages/REGOs.aspx

provides an introduction to the subject as well as further references to the regulations
themselves at
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2003/20032562.htm
End of ANNEX 5
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ANNEX 6 - ILLUSTRATION OF LOCAL AND WIDER WORKS

C
D

E

B

Hub
H

A

M
Main Interconnected
Transmission System

End of ANNEX 6
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ANNEX 7 - CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATION AND INTERACTION

Annex 7a Proposer ’s Initial Model of CAP148 –
Preferential Dispatch
TEC
DTEC
DTEC
Generator Generator Generator
CAP148 Generators eligible for
Preferential Dispatch
TEC and DTEC Generators impacted
by a CAP148 related local constraint
only

TEC
and
DTEC
Generators not subject
to preferential dispatch

TEC Generator
DTEC Generator

DTEC Generator

“CAP 148 Local Constraint ”
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Annex 7b - Final Model of CAP148– Preferential
Dispatch
TEC
DTEC
DTEC
Generator Generator Generator

Preferential Dispatch
applies to all generators
connected to the MITS

All TEC and DTEC Generators
impacted by a CAP148 -related local
constraint and all other constraints

TEC Generator
DTEC Generator

DTEC Generator

“CAP 148 Local Constraint ”

End of ANNEX 7
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ANNEX 8 - CONSTRAINT MANAGEMENT AND MONEY FLOW
Scenario 1: BSUoS & Related Industry Cash Flows Unconstrained; Long
Market

System Operator takes 20MWh of
Offers @ £42/MWh

System Operator procures £11000 of
Other Balancing Services

BSC Parties

System Operator takes 380MW of
Bids @ £30/MWh

Market 360MWh Long

Residual cash
flow (Beer Fund)

SSP = £30/MWh

£10800

£840
Balancing payments (Offers)
BM
participants

£10800

Parties out of
balance

BSC Co
Imbalance payments (SSP)

Balancing receipts (Bids)

£10560

£11400

Balancing
mechanism net
cost (CSOBM)

£11000
BS providers

£440

National Grid
BSUoS
charges

Balancing Services
Contract costs
(BSCC)

System Operator takes 20MWh of
Offers @ £42/MWh

System Operator procures £11000 of
Other Balancing Services

BSC Parties

System Operator takes 360MWh of
Bids @ £30/MWh and 20MWh of Bids
@ £24/MWh

BSC Parties

Residual cash
flow (Beer Fund)

Market 360MWh Long
SSP = £30/MWh

£10800

£840
Balancing payments (Offers)
BM
participants

£10800

Parties out of
balance

BSC Co
Balancing receipts (Bids)

£11280

Imbalance payments (SSP)

£10440

Balancing
mechanism net
cost (CSOBM)

£11000
BS providers

£560

National Grid
Balancing Services
Contract costs
(BSCC)

BSC Parties

BSUoS
charges

Scenario 2: BSUoS & Related Industry Cash flows: Example 1a – 20MWh
constraint; Long Market
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Scenario 3: BSUoS & Related Industry Cash flows: Example 1b – As example
1a with CAP148

System Operator takes 20MWh of
Offers @ £42/MWh

System Operator procures £11000 of
Other Balancing Services

BSC Parties

System Operator takes 360MWh of
Bids @ £30/MWh and 20MWh of Bids
@ £24/MWh

Market 360MWh Long

Residual cash
flow (Beer Fund)

£0

SSP = £30/MWh

£10800

Balancing payments (Offers)
BM
participants

£10800

Parties out of
balance

BSC Co
Balancing receipts (Bids)

£10800
£480
£840

Imbalance payments (SSP)

£10800

Balancing
mechanism net
cost (CSOBM)

£200

National Grid

£11000

TNUoS Parties

BSC Parties

BSUoS
charges

Balancing Services
Contract costs
(BSCC)

BS providers

£360

Scenario 4: BSUoS & Related Industry Cash flows: Example 2a – 20MWh wind
constraint; Long

System Operator takes 20MWh of
Offers @ £42/MWh
System Operator takes 360MWh of
Bids @ £30/MWh and 20MWh of Bids
@ -£40/MWh

System Operator procures £11000 of
Other Balancing Services

BSC Parties

Market 360MWh Long

Residual cash
flow (Beer Fund)

SSP = £30/MWh

£10800

£840
Balancing payments (Offers)
BM
participants

£10800
BSC Co

Balancing receipts (Bids)

£10000

Parties out of
balance

Imbalance payments (SSP)

£9160

Balancing
mechanism net
cost (CSOBM)

£11000
BS providers
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Scenario 5: BSUoS & Related Industry Cash Flows Example 2b – As example
2a with CAP148

System Operator takes 20MWh of
Offers @ £42/MWh
System Operator takes:

Market 360MWh Long

Residual cash
flow (Beer Fund)

360MW of Bids @ £30/MWh
20MW Bids @ £0/MWh

System Operator procures £11000 of
Other Balancing Services

BSC Parties

SSP = £30/MWh

£10800

£0

Balancing payments (Offers)
BM
participants

£10800

Parties out of
balance

BSC Co
Balancing receipts (Bids)

£10800
£0

Imbalance payments (SSP)

£10800

Balancing
mechanism net
cost (CSOBM)

£840

£840

TNUoS Parties

ROC value
= £40/MWh

£11000
BS providers

National Grid

£200

BSUoS
charges
Balancing Services
Contract costs
(BSCC)

ROV buyout price
= £30/MWh

£600
£800
Relevant
Supply Company

BSC Parties

End of ANNEX 8
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ANNEX 9 - ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS OF IMPACT OF CAP 148 ON
CONSTRAINT COSTS
Annex 8-1 Assumptions
Connections Connection Capacity and current connection date is from current TEC
Register
Beyond 2016 it is assumed that a constant connection rate is achieved
Post Cap 148 implementation it takes 3 years before the effects start to
be seen, i.e. first increase is 2011
The range of advancements is 25%, 50%, or 100% of plant is advanced
by 3 years
Constraints Typically at the moment Scotland is modelled as two constrained zones,
each active 10% of the time but out of phase with each other; therefore
the combination into one zone gives a 15% minimum.
The whole of Scotland is considered as one constraint zone with active
constraints 15% of the time; every additional MW of DTEC would
therefore be potentially fully constrained 15% of the time.
Incidence of constraint increases dramatically with small increases in
generation; 500 MW increase in generation increases the incidence of
constraints from 10% to 35%, although not all of the additional generation
would be constrained 35% of the time.
No account is taken of nesting of constraints
Cost of constraint is typically £65/MWh including constrained on costs
Assumed load factor for new plant is 40%
Assumed only conventional plant is constrained
Annex 8-2 Factors likely to lead to reduction in additional constraint costs
Development Not all projects with connection agreements will reach operation
Advancement of 100% of projects is unlikely because of other factors
such as planning for the generation projects
Delays in Beauly-Denny may push queue further back anyway
Constraints
National Grid will have foresight of likely constrains and will seek to
manage via LT contracts
Annex 8-3 Factors likely to lead to increase in additional constraint costs
No account taken of additional outage costs for wider infrastructure costs
Availability of DTEC will stimulate eligible projects to come forward
For more frequently constrained plant, bids may not cover fixed costs
Annex 8-4 Factors that may affect costs in either direction
LCPD opted out plant will be using up power station hours with unknown
impact on BOAs
EU-ETS beyond 2012 has unknown impact on technology
competitiveness

Annex 8-5 Volumes and Costs for 3 Year Advancement
% Projects advanced
Volume of Constraints GWh Cost of Constraints £m
100%
8337
542
50%
4169
271
25%
2084
135
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Volumes associated with a 3 year advancement
Potential volume for connect & manage with 3 year lead time starting
from 2008, take up based on % backloaded ignoring local works
12000
10000

*

MW

8000

+3 Year / 100%

6000

+3 Year / 50%

4000

+3 Year / 25%
Current

2000

20
07
/0
8
20
08
/0
9
20
09
/1
0
20
10
/1
1
20
11
/1
2
20
12
/1
3
20
13
/1
4
20
14
/1
5
20
15
/1
6
20
16
/1
7
20
17
/1
8
20
18
/1
9
20
19
/2
0

0

* Volume is the increase from current connection rate

Annual costs





The table shows the distribution costs over the connection period by
percentage opting for a 3 year advancement
3 years is not linked to the 3 waiting period in Cap 148 original
Figures are in £m / per annum

Projects advancing

2011/ 2012/ 2013/ 2014/ 2015/ 2016/ 2017/ 2018/
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Total cost
£/m

100%

79

65

83

89

109

75

38

3

542

50%

39

33

42

44

55

38

19

2

271

25%

20

16

21

22

27

19

9

1

135
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Assumptions




The tables show the distribution of additional capacity and constrained
volume for the 50 percent scenario
Figures are in MW and GWh respectively
Projects advancing 2011/ 2012/ 2013/ 2014/ 2015/ 2016/ 2017/ 2018/
MW
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
50%



1154 955 1221 1303 1600 1100 550

50

This converts to a constraint volume using the following :
Capacity * constraint incidence (0.15) * Load factor (0.4) *8760
Projects advancing
50%

2011/ 2012/ 2013/ 2014/ 2015/ 2016/ 2017/ 2018/
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
606

502

641

685

841

578

289

26

Total
4169

End of ANNEX 9
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ANNEX

10

-

REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED
AMENDMENT REPORT

ON

THE

DRAFT

This Annex includes copies of any representations received following circulation of
the Draft Amendment Report (circulated on 13 November 2007, requesting
comments by close of business on 20 November 2007).
Representations were received from the following parties:

No.

Company

File Number

1

EDF Energy

CAP148-AR-01

2

Scottish and Southern Energy plc (SSE)

CAP148-AR-02

Reference
Company

CAP148-AR-1
EDF Energy

From: Scott, David (Grosvenor Place) [mailto:David.J.Scott@edfenergy.com]
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2007 3:46 PM
To: Viney, Beverley
Subject: RE: CAP148 - Draft Amendment Report
Hi Beverley
EDF Energy’s response is a little confused with the inclusion of “Would not achieve significant
volumes connecting early”. This statement is only true if NGET’s initial charging proposals were
implemented. It is clearer without the inclusion of that point.

Thanks
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Reference
Company

CAP148-AR-2
Scottish and Southern Energy plc (SSE)

From: Garth.Graham@scottish-southern.co.uk [mailto:Garth.Graham@scottishsouthern.co.uk]
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2007 2:33 PM
To: Viney, Beverley
Cc: Macleod, Lilian
Subject: Re: CAP148 - Draft Amendment Report

Beverley,
Reference the CAP148 report I have two comments.
Firstly, I'm content that the "Draft for Comment" report of 13th November fairly reflects the
Consultation responses received.
Secondly, I note the comments in paragraph 4.81 of the report, namely:"The Maintenance of the Reliability & Safety of the Grid
The WG noted that Article 7 of the EU Renewables Directive 2001/77 (the cornerstone of
CAP148 proposal) refers to “without prejudice to the maintenance of the reliability & safety of
the grid”. The WG agreed that it would be for NG to advise Ofgem in the Final Amendment
Report if, in their opinion, either the original amendment proposal or any Working Group
Alternative Amendments or any Consultation Alterative Amendments would be prejudicial “to
the maintenance of the reliability & safety of the grid” "
I cannot see in the report where National Grid has addressed this matter. I believe it would
be helpful for the Panel and Ofgem if National Grid could address this matter in the report.
Subject to this second item being addressed I'm happy with the CAP148 "Draft for Comment"
report.
Regards
Garth

End of ANNEX 10
End of Amendment Report
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